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We meet again.'

Popeye, Coble named to
conference's honor roll
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Say hopes Anderson
will be coming home soon

Lakers, Tiger battle for
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Moving on

Cease-fire holding;
Allies still watchful

lier
er
t a-1
MURRAY. KY

By MARTIN HARRIS
Associated Press Writer

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
BANGKOK, Thailand —
China and Burma, which brutally crushed pro-democracy
movements at home, have
become the first countries to
formally meet with the military
junta - that toppled Thailand's
elected government.

STATE
FRANKFORT, K. — X bill
to toughen Kentucky laws
against driving while intoxicated
or under influence of drugs was
signed Thursday by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson. It was one of
the primary pieces-of legislation
enacted during the General ,
Assembly's recent special session. The bill becomes law July
1.
•

SPORT'S
PATERSON, N.J. —
Lawyers for heavyweight
champion Evander Holyficld
and George Foreman obtained a
show cause order that asks a
New Jersey judge to jail World
Boxing Council president Jose
Suliaman.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The
chairman of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. has asked
authority for his agency to borrow $30 billion to bolster the
dwindling fund protecting bank
deposits.

FORECAST
Showers likely and possibly a
few thunderstorms tonight and
Saturday. Lows tonight in the
mid-50s with south wind around
10 mph. Highs Saturday 65 to
70.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
356.5. -0.4 below 334.8, -0.4
Barkley Lake
356.3, -0.5 below 340.3, +0.4
••••••• •••
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Subscribers who haye not
receked their home-delkered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5,p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Murray City Council met in regular session and passed the second reading of the ordinance to refinance
the bond purchased by the City of Murray. The bid submitted by Hilliard-Lyons was accepted. Pictured
abme, is George Sullivan, vice-president of Hilliard-Lyons and branch manager in Paducah, as he discusses the bond issue %ith the council.

Second reading of ordinance recalling
1985 bond approved by city council
By MARIANNA ALEXANDER
Murray Ledger A. Times Stall Writer

The second reading of the bond
ordinance passed Thursday night as
the Murray City Council met in
regular session. The city of Murray
Is recalling a 1.985 bond possessed
by the city to be recalled and sold
at a more favorable interest rate.
Refinancing of the bond will save
an estimated ,$220,000 over the life
of the bond issue.
The •bid submitted by Hilliard Lyons of Louisville was officially
accepted at a price of
S2,102,982.12 with an average net
interest of 5.9494 percent.
In other business the council:
— Passed the first reading for
the establishment of the Murray

By MARIANNA ALEXANDER

DHAHRAN, Saudi Arabia —
Isolated clashes and the sounds of
Iraqi weaponry being demolished
were all that marred the Persian
Gulf peace today, as allied soldiers
kept a watchful eye on their vanquished foes. U.S. officials warned
Iraq faced renewed fighting if it
did not free allied prisoners.
In Kuwait,:American soldiers
hoisted the flag outside the U.S.
Embassy as Ambassador Edward
Gnehm arrived to take up his post.
When former Ambassador
Nathaniel Howel left in December,
he brought the flag to Washington
‘.vtli him. "He said at the time he
left, 'We're coming back,'"
Gnchm said. "We are back and I
bring his flag back."
• On the battle front, allied military officials today reported a few
ce.ase-fire violations, including several minor exchanges of fire overnight initiated by Iraqi units presumed not to have learned vf the

Tree Board. for the purpose regu- ,charge on all returned checks, S25 truce.
Talks on a permanent cease-fire,
lating the planting, maintenance charge for after hours hookup fees,
and removal of. trees On 7public dcpo'it equal to twice the average the return of prisoners of war and
properties. Currently, funds are monthly bill will be required of all other issues were set for Saturday.
available from the Division of commercial and industrial custom- according to a senior British govForestry and federal government to ers before service is intiated, In ernment source. The source said
aid the implementation of the Tree addition. 3.minimumleposit of $50 the meeting would be held at an
Board'.
will be required for gas and water unidentified military installation in
— Passed . first leading,. of the service for mobile flames. rental Iraq, and the allied contingent will
ordinance to increase water and dwellings and apartments, no depo- be led by the American commansewer rates by for inside and out- sit is required for home owners. der, Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf.
"We are going to get back our
side city customers, to fund the
-- Announced the bid received
new water treatment plant' and the by PB&S Chemical out of Paducah POWs and we're going to do it
expansion of the present waste was accepted to supply various fast," President Bush declared on
water treatment facility. Improve- chemicals for the water and waste Thursday. Forty-five Americans are
ments are required to meet the fed- water system.
missing, a'nd at least eight are
eral law .on the Safe Water Drinkbelieved
to be Iraqi prisoners.
— Voted to Maintain incumbents
ing Act.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney
in positions nine arid 10 on the
— Approved the first reading of MCCH board. re-electing Melvin said today the Iraqis must coopthe ordinance to increase following Henley and Tim Miller, erate. "We have the ability to
resume: hostilities at a moment's
charges at MMU: $15 service respectively.

Seventh grader hopes
to meet Gulf pen pal
Murray Ledger I Times Stall Writer

50-CENTS

it was lonely and that he wants us
to pray -for
he is prayinor
for us,"
Hubi?ait's mother, Mary Sue,
said that it has become a family
event, when Gast's letters arrive.
"We post them by the refrigerator,
now the whole family writes to
.44rn. We mail news clippings to
him, so that he knows how much
the Americans are supporting their
troops. His letters are usually short,
because he says he doesn't have
much spare time. He also says that
he hopes the war ends soon," she
said.
The last letter the Hubbard family: received was postmarked Feb.
12, it seems the letters are taking
about two weekg to arrive both
ways, Hubbard said. Although they
are concerned as to whether or not
Gast was involved in the scud missile accident in which debris struck
a barrack of American servicemen.

Becky Hubbard has a very dear
friend currently living in the
Middle East, whom she has never
seen before.
That friend is 25 year-old computer operator, Chris Gast, who
evidently was one of the first to be
deployed in the Middle East last
fall.
Hubbard's seventh grade communications class taught by Debbie
Bell, randomly sent letters to "Any
Serviceman" serving in the Middle
East. However, much to Hubbard's
surprise, the young soldier wrote
back in December saying that he
had been over there four months.
and they: have been corresponding
ever since.
"I have sent him three letters,
and he has sent mc three letters. He
told me that he was very glad I
wrote," Hubbard said, "He told me
what it was like over there. He said (Cont'd on page 2)

notice the lights are out inBaghdad, they'll stay out until we get
satisfaction," he said._
But the Iraqis made their own
demands. "All foreign forces must
leave our country immediately and
stop all provocations," Foreign
Minister Tariq Aziz told the Iraqi
NCWS Agency. accbrding to Bagh(Cont'd on Page 2)

Saddam Hussein
reported to be
seeking asylum
In Algeria
PARIS (Al') — Iraqi President Saddam Hussein is seeking
asylum in another country.
probably in Algeria,- the French
newspaper Le Monde reported
today.
Algeria is seeking assurances
from the anti-Iraq coalition that
Saddani will not be subject to
any war crimes tribunals, Le
Monde said, without giving any
sources for its report,
the report iri the major
French daily could not be independently confirmed.
Le Monde said in the frontpage report that even as Saddam seeks asylum elsewhere be
is still trying to cling to power
in Iraq following the punishing
defeat of his armed forces in
the six-week Persian Gulf War.
The paper noted that France
and the United States agree that
it is haid to envision Saddam
remaining in power in Iraq, and
that the U.S. government has
urged the Iraqi people to overthrow their president.

Wallbangers

Terry Raspberry, right, and Jimmy Wetzel, left, try to beat the rain Friday morning as they put aluminum Siding on a home on S. 16th Street. The home should be completely recckered sometime this weekend
if the weather remains dry, according to the two workers.

Lawmakers pleased with military performance
WASHINGTON (AP) — Members of Kentucky's congressional
delegation praised America's military forces for their part in defeating Iraq, describing it as a "spectacular victory."
"This has to be a record to
defeat the fourth -largest army in
the world and lose fewer than 100
people," Republican U.S. Sen.
Mitch McConnell told The Ken-

tucky Post
that Iraq will be able to rebuild
McConnell also said the allied
itself and make itself whole
victory represents a watershed for
again." Ford said in a statement.
America. cementing its role as the
Ford said the war heroes arc the
world's leading power.
servicemen and women who "so
Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford
professionally carried out their
said the United States now must
mission."
concentrate on bringing peace-to.
He praised the 101st Airborne
the Middle East
Division from Fort Campbell,
"It is my hope that Saddam Hustroops from Fort Knox and Kensein will not remain in power and
tucky guardsmen and reservists
•

ss-no served in the Persian Gulf.
"All Kentuckians should take
justified pride in knowing that our
state was well-represented and
played such an active role in this
conflict," Ford said.
"We are all grateful that this war
has been brought to a successful
conclusion and that our service
men and women may soon be
returning home.

"Well-deserved praise shoutg go
to President Bush, secretary Cheney, General Powell and General
Schwarzkopf for their management
of this conflict," Ford said.
"Our goal now must be to bring
peace to this troubled region," Ford
said.
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard said
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Say hopes Anderson will be coming home soon

•

•

NEW YORK (AP) — The sister
of hostage Terry Anderson said she
is elated by the prospect of Amehea's prisoners of war coming home
and hopes her brother will be with
them.

ivroulejust simply be
unthinkable to have gone through
all of this in the Middle East and
be unable to get six hostages out.
They're going to do it this time.
I'm sure of it," Peggy Say, who

Lawmakers...

estimate the significance of this
support toward the success of our
operation.
•
"I- feel quite uneasy with the
knowledge that Saddam Hussein, at
least at this point in time, remains
in control of -Iraq," Hubbard continued. "I am surprised that the
Iraqi people still support Saddam
realizing the suffering and destruction that he single-handedly
brought Lthcn1.

(Cont'd from page 1)

tb.e war will silence critics of the
military.
"Those who have been critical in
the. past of Pentagon mistakes, and
abuses are quiet noW that we've
seen the tax dollarS- we've-put- into
our weaponry: have been
successful.
"Of course. I arn elated that the
_ allied troops- have been so success-,
Opetation Desert Storm and
"My recent Congressional Questhat ‘Ce now have secumd a inle
Aionnaire surveys the opinions of
ictory.," Hubbard said. "I am parti/fly constituents with regard to the
cularly proud of'those soldiers who
are a part of the 101st Airborne/Air Middle East Crisis, To date,.I hare
- •\ssaLlttnit who have 'played such received and tallied approximately
8.000 responses a- nd S5 percent of
p:‘0Ia: role in Operation Desert
Storm. Their sacrifice has been thde responding have -said that
'great. and we owe them the hero's they believe Saddam Hussein
welcome _that__they so- rightfully should be removed from power. I
share the views of many western
descry e.
"Lastly". I would like to thank Kentucky constituents when I say
" those here at home who have stood that I, too, would not shed a tear if
_behind the United States' Perisan Saddam's rule- sholuld-bC FrOught to
Gulf policies." he said. "During the a sudden end.
cast several weeks, most Ameri"Without that. a lasting and just
cans have voiced their support for peace will require a constant vigi. the actions of Pre-s'ident Bush. the lance on the part of an international
Congress- and certainly for our peace-keeping force in the Persian
,1:!ed troop:, No one snouiU under- Gulf region. he said.

•••

Jeep

_

Plymouth.
4

lives in Cadiz, Xy., said Thursday
after taping the "Donahue': show.
On the show, she said,"My plea
now to the administration is, 'Do
not leave the Persian Gulf until you
wrap your arms around every
single POW and bring them home.'
And _while you're at it, you Jl:q
grab my brother and the rest of
them, too, and let's get this"),over
with."
.
Anderson, the, chief Middle East
correspondent for The ,
,Nssociated_
Press, has been a hostage in4ebanon since March 16, 1985.
"If there is reconciliation, if the
. hostages' release plays even a tins
part in reconciliation with Iran.
reconciliation with Syria, an end to
the chaos in Lebanon, I will no:
begrudge one single day of Terry.'s
captivity 7Cind neithei would he.
Let it mean something''
She appeared with Alice Bonar
and Junius Hunter; the sister and
brother of -U.S. Marine Chief Warrant Officer Guy Hunter. a prisoner
of war: Leo Rathbun, the fa:hcr of
Melissa, Anne Nealy. who is listed
as missing in action: and Carrnella
La Spada. founder of No Grea:er
-Love, a group that aids such
families.
Mrs. Say said the stress ,has
grven her ulcers aid otherailnynts.•
But "when I go home. my kids an..
4
- husband and thret 'little grandsOr.,
kiss me and make it all beiler.."1.‘e been told the captors wan:
it over with: Their demands have
been met. Walk away.''
Sav 70 has frecuent. con:

the State Department.
She said President liashtrni Rat-sanjani of Iran is the key to the.
release of Anderson and his fellow
hostages.
Asked about the 17 prisoners
whose release had been demanded
by the grap holding Anderson.
Mrs. Say replied:
'Their Kuwaiti jailers freed
them. We've had that confirmed by
the State Department. Right or
wrong,:those
. -nien 7itre- free and my
brother is not....
She said a cou ple of the prisoners went -back to Lebanon and the
rest fought in the Kuwaiti underground ilecaue they were enern:cs of the Iraqi regime."
Arlesia Harris, Bandy DeShields, Irene Collins and
Donald Franco
• Mrs. Say. gave no indication are
students in Debbi Skinner's Preschool/Head Start
w-hen the prisoners n-•!ght--- have
located in Special Education Building on NISI Campus. Classroom,
Registration
been. freed
i• for next year skill be Tuesda
y, March 5,
•.,.
are th,odghi tO t,e reialives ot 77,e7.1..beN of the group holding
Anderson.
Hunier's sister
after the
,now :ha: their farni:‘ hiad been. on
Murray Head Start and Murray for free lunches, are eligible to
7Cr coaster the last few days.
Public Schools will hold registra- 'attend the school district's four
v
hopeful-and o:m;:ie. non for children
who will attend year-old program. This year, for aalso %,:ry appreherise pre-school classes
this fall on family of four, that is $16,510.
heeausL:: I know now evchts
Tuesday March 5. from 9 a.m. to 3
Parents of children who are app:_rn very qui,-kly.lying
for eschool or Head Start
Cr.1
Hunter became a POW in.
Registration will be on first floor must bring the following items of
Iraq after, he;r:.:
;- cTht down b
a of Murray State Universi
ty Special information for pre-registration:
mrssilc.
Education Building, across from
I. Child's birth certificate.
RZnb'an
h:s daughter sent
Boy Scout Museum on North 16th
2.
Social Security numbers of all
xale7,:ine, postmarked the Street.
family members:
da s,he was declared missiag.
persons Whose children will
3. Child's medical card or inuir.,
to Sas:dam iiuss:n, he enrolled Must
attend registra- ance card:
pleading for the release of n'ts- tion.
This includes parents of threeLughter.
4. Proof of income for either a'. I'l
-year-old children . who will attend
the fou?--year-old prograM -- next of-l990--or-for the last 12 months.
year. Children enrolled in Head March 1990 to March 1991.
Start whose parents do not attend "Proor can be in the form of W-2
will he placed on a waiting list. forms, 1040 tax forms, !curs_ from.
Head Start isa federally funded- _employers or the unemployment
program which serves children who office, welfare. or Social Security
are three or four years old on or office, a court statement of the
before Ott. I. and 'whose, families amount of child support received:
_
meet the federal- poverty guideline.
•
This war'. for a family of four, that- Proof of income must be brought
is Slf.700. Ten percent of the fam- for all family members who have
ilies which Head start serves may any income.
earn above-- the level.
For additional information conFour7 year-old cbjldren-wno do cerning the Murray Preschool/Head
quaVy for Head Start. but Start program. call 762-3896 or
se families meet the guidelines , 753-6031.
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'The KentuCky State Police is
inyestigating -the that or eleetriCal
supplies from a TennesseL,kalley
AUthority substation. near Mayfield
Thursday night, acc'ording to

10'=r

reporLs.

A burglar or burglars reportedly
cull through a chain-link fence to
reach the station and then cut a
lock to enter the building. located
on U.S. 45 on the Mayfield city
limits, police said.
The supplies were valued at
51.500 to 52.000. police said.
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In the resent of soutnern Iraq, littered with the hulks- of "killed."
Iraqi tanks, the U.S. VII Corps was
still on guard.

Pen pal...
(Cont'd from page 1)
They arc waiting to hear from him.
The Hubbards plan to continue
Itieir correspondence with Gast
after he returns to the states. "I just
hope I get to meet Chris someday,"
Hubbard said.
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tries, were even within striking distance of .getting in there," the official said. speaking on condition of
anonyniity.
At allied checkpoints, Iraqi soldiers straggling -north toward the
southeastern Iraqi city of Basra
.were screened_ The ''checkpoints
were functioning hours after President'Bush declared the cease-fire
that took effect at 8 a.m. Thursday.
The haste reflected allied anger
'over reports Iraqi soldiers murdered, raped and mutilated citizens
befbre abandoning. the Kuv.4jti
capital.
4
In Kuwait. gruesome stories
emerged about the terror of the
seven-month Iraqi occupation. Hospital staff members — including
morgue workers and doctors —
described atrocities they had

He said t' S. forces were acting
in a manner- contrary to the, cease-.
Tire. and he.complained about cQnneed U.S.'reconnaissance flights
'country.
acts represent evil intenn and do not respect the
annoutleed stands and commit-.
merits." he said.
allies were turning thdir
to identifying Iraqis
w:,:se ...nits were suspected of
vcrnent in atrocities in
Bat a senior U.S. military'
of:ieial in .Riyadh said today that
'the Iraqi command,in .Kuwait City
--fed before the arrival of U.S. and
allied forces and could oscape
witnessed.
.7rosecutCon.
-The
Hadra Arimad, a 29-year-old volsecurity forces saw
Ihe
unteer Red --Crescent worker 'at
:7•.g on the wall early
gof out ... before the Mar- .Nlubarak Hospital in Kuwait. City.
said today that she saw the bodies
of scores of Kuwaitis .who had
been shot in the mouth, burned or
mutilated.
— Why- are they doing these
things?
We just cannot underThe Kentucky State Police and
stand.' she said. "But now our
the' Graves County Sheriff's
heart is clear. They are gone."
De'Afrnent is investigating a major
and burglary.ring in the area.
In Baghdad, Saddam Hussein
' • to a report from the ,had -not been sun since midday
Wednesday. Official media conS,2,27.z cases have been solved tinued' today to portray
the rout of
arret-s;are forthcoming: .1raqi forces as a victory.
"By
to police.
God's will and the might of our
leader Saddam Hussein we foiled.
the aggressors'... plot,'' said the
headline in one government
ne spaper.

TVA substation
burglarized near
Mayfield Thursday
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Coin Beat
"Watch those Mail
Order Offers!"
by Dr. Joe Fithrmann

the '30s and '40s; Call this "Set B.
The third series features American
•Presidents. It tas a Lincoln cent, a
As a collector and dealer, I wel- Jefferson nickel + silverli
imes honorcome efforts to promote coin collect- ing Presidents Roosevel
t. Washington
ing. So when I opened my last bill and Kennedy
.. •
• from a major oil company, I was
The ad does not promise this, but I
pleased to see a colorful brochure gather all 3 sets
are mounted in a
offering card -holders 3 series of nice plastic case. It is
clear that the dimes.
U.S.- Coins. As I analyzed the offer, quarters and half-doll
ars. in all 3 sets
however, I began to see it cheats the are'90% silver.
unwary. I need to share this informa-, The advertis
ement for this offer
Lion. with you. and • reflect on its does not
-indicate the condition of
lessons.
•
these coins, except to say "Islome are
Each of the 3 series offered by this in brilliant
, uncirculated condition."
company contains 5 coins: a cent, a The merchan
dise has a "money-back
nickel, a clime, a quarter, and a half
, guarantee." but that's no excuse for
dollar. You can buy I set or 2 sets: if providing
insufficient information:
you buy all 3, you get a 2667c discourt. from the outset
mail-order customers
The oldest of the 3 series offered by
have a right to know as much as
this oil company contains an-Indian possible about what they are-ordering.
head penny + the Liberty nickel. In this case,
potential customers have
_dime, quarter and half-dollar, de- in make
guesses about the condition
igned by Charles E. Bathe The of these
coins from the illustrations +
illustrations indicate these coins date
knowledge of the coin market.
om 1907 to 1914. Let's call this "Set
From the illustrations. I gather the
Indian.head cent kin "fine" condition
The second series is mtde up of,a
and the Liberty nickel is "very good."
zinc cent, a Buffalo nickel, a Mercury
The Barber dime, quarter and haifdime,a Standing Liberty quarter and a
"- Walking Liberty half-dollar. The cent dollar appear to be, M collectible.
"good" condition. Ditto the Standing
and half-dollar. date from 1943. the
Liberty quarter. The other coins are
,•other 'coins 'ere probably :struck
probably in still better condition.
ranging from '•'very fine to "brilliant
uncirculated."
Each set, ordered individually,
costs S29.95 + postage and handling
(54.95 for I set. S5.95 for 3) and Prices as of 10:00 AM
ves ---sales tax collected from the
...-----• r-- ..-------------• ..residents of every state with 'a sales
.n.
\
tax. If you order all 3:sets at once. the
(
Industrial Aserage .
+0.99
cost is S60,95,'which is an average
Presious Close.................. 2882.18 )
prite Of-52332 for each set. Now the
Air Products..................63314 •'2 ?
critical question: are these prices fair?,
,
C A.T.C-Class A .........40314H 41 1i4A
This leads to a related question: what
AT&T ..........................,333/s unc.
f Bank
would he a "fair market 'price" for
of Murray
15011 1
Bell South
42 a. 1/4 ) these coins!

Stock Market
Report

Briggs & Stratton ........ 21/
1
2 • ii,
Chrysler
14V4 unc.
,
CSX Corp
3, -'I
Dean Foods
.1
Dollar Gen. Store
0/.13 9A

54,4 - r,
Ford
.• )
General Motors
191/2 unc. ,c
'Goodrich
401'4 - 1•4
Goodsear
20',': • I 'M
I.B.M.
'
119
I `)
Ingersoll Rand.......
5r2 • ' 2 )
1
K Mart
16.1
Ky. Utilities
21 unc.
Kroger
20 •! I
I. & G Energies
- '4 i
11,
,,
‘ _ 1. ,
McDonalds'
cil ,. I,, 3
JCPenney
Quaker Oats
'S6' P .... I m
Sears
31 • I i
Snap-On Tools
1034- i 2
Texaco
63,4 -• , 4
(. Time-Warner ..............109'.s - ''P
UST
. 425 4 unc. 1
Wal-Mart
14'4 ''")
Woolssorth......................32''s - ''s
C C.E.F. 1 ield
6.41
c
.Additional Information Available (1
s..

upon

Request/.

41 4
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100 . delqates from
ence at Murray State was the Resiseven colleges and universities in
dence Hall Association on campus.
• Kentucky were on the campus of The theme of the three- day meetMurray State University, Feb. -- ing was -A - Commitment to
22-24 for the annual conference of Community."
the Kentucky Association of College and University Residence
Halls (KACURH).
Dee McGregor, a Marshall
County junior at Murray State from
the Symsonia area, was elected to a
one-year term as state director. She
will serve as coordinator of
Anthony Todd Albritton's stay in
KACURH activities until a new
the
Marshall County Jail could be a
director is elected at the 1992 conlong
one even though the bond on
ference at Eastern Kentucky
capital
his
murder charge was
, University.
reduced by S50,000, said his
She also served KACURH dur-defense attorney, according to a
ing the past year as assistant direepublished report.
tor before moving up to director
t
Albritton, 25, is accused 'of kicA hcn the former director assumed
ing Hardin resident Kathleen El
leadership position in the regionins on Oct. 25, then taking he
a l organization.
body.rto. ruill Cleveland County,
Serving as host for the
.confer• N.t.. and leaving it in a field.

Albritton's bond
reduced, sentence
could be long

c.
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myrtle., New York Arnefic an and 4.4.dwes1S4nck
Exchanges and 5 I P C

1992.
Featured speakers will include
Nancy Rankin, field representative
for the Kentucky Human Rights
Commission and Dr. William Fennessec, assistant professor and
coordinator of the Rehabilitation
Services Education Program at
Murray State University. Dr. Fennessce has an extensive background in rehabilitation counseling
and education. He also participated
in the Congressional hearings that
helped design The Americans with
Disabilities Act.

HOG MARKET
Frderal.Statt Market Serpi Service March 1. 1061
Kentucky_ Pwchtse Area ling Market Report Includes
4
Buying Stations Receipts: Act 365,fit_ 415 Barrows& Gilts
steady-13 higher, Sows steett.1.00 hrgher.
IS 1.2 238250 Chi
54/L0848.M
IS 1-2 210-2,10 Ihs
-545.0047.50
1.5 2-3 230-260 lbs..
54150-48.06
1.S 3-4 2..o-re fro

sons
1 S 1.2 ro-morhs..
t.s 1.3 300.400 Ihs _
1:S 1•3 400-525 ass ,
V.I4 1-3 52.5 and up.I S 2-3 308500 Rig
Roars $31.00-13.50

-

-

5.36.0839 Ost
S3906-4000
$62.00-440to
_536.06r (Ii

The Murray Human Rights Commission is composed of volunteers
appointed by the Mayor and serves
in the areas of advocacy, education,
awareness and- mediation of discrimination complaints in housing and
employment. The commission
functions as a liaison with the Kentucky Human Rights Commission.
The public and business community are encouraged to particiapte in the forum. For more information please call Dr. Yushin Yoo.
Commission Chair at 762-4420 or
753-6291.
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Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-5:30

FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY
Auto
Life
COW'
Home
ker .
Health
Business"- ---------"Annuities
A tradition in service
since 1981
502

Jim
- Fain

Tracy D. McKinney

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Michael Geunn - must work on G.E.D.
Must pay restitution in amount of $125 to be

300 REWARD

coordinated through Probation and Parole
Office To highest level of supervision

avadable.
• Tqtn Graham -pars* to tugixst level. C.0
Must have no contact vnth victim while or
active and Inactive suPervision.
• Bradley Don WalcIti
--- must eav court
ordered restitulion-lloway -CcZty) to be'
coordinated through Parole Officer. To highest
!evel of superv:sion available. Must attend
Comp. Care or a treatment program set up by
the parole officer in Lieu of the Comp. Care
Program until released.
• Greg Lynn Cain - must attend A.A. or
alcohol treatment program. Parole to highest
level. C.C. No contact with victim or victim's
family while on active or inactive supervision
DEFERRED NINE MONTHS:
- • Dennis Scott Bcnkc - parole revoked,
• Eugene Outland,
SERVE OCT TIME:
• Timothy Cathey.
• Monty -Dick - parole revoked

FOR
INFORMATION LEADING
TO THE ARREST OF PERSONS STEALING THE AMERICAN
FLAG AND DESTRUCTION OF FLAG
POLE - FEBRUARY 27 AT

goNso"'%

SULLIVAN'S PAR 3 GOLF
AND SPORTS CENTER
SHERIFF 753-3151 OR 753-1152

SUPER SATURDAY

,

a

Public Defender Don Thomas of
Benton said Marshall Circuit Judge
David Buckingham reduced Albritton's bond from S300,000 cash to
5250.000 cash or property. .
Thomas said Wednesday that he
did not think Albritton would be
able to make the new bond and did
not-expect a trial date to be set for
a couple of months.

•

Prosecuters say they will seek
the death penalty if he is convicted.

SATURDAY, MARCH 2 - ONE DAY ONLY!

HAVE YOU PAID
YOUR BILL?

FOR WOMEN
30% OFF

FOR MEN
25% OFF

ALL CHIC' SPORTWEAR

PAR 4 SPORTSLACKS

25% OFF

Due to the postage increase and supply
costs we are now only sending out one
renewal notice per month.

25% OFF

ALL ONE-POCKET T-SHIRTS

PAR 4' STRETCH JEANS

25% OFF

25% OFF

HUNT CLUB' SEPARATES

DUCKHEAD' TWILL SLACKS

25% OFF

30% OFF

HUNT CLUB' HANDBAGS

When you receive your subscription order
blank to renew your paper please pay no
later than the 24th of the month. This will
help keep the cost ofthe paper from going up
and insure you that your service will not be
interrupted.

LIGHT-WEIGHT JACKETS

25% OFF

50% OFF

JUNIOR SLEEPWEAR

FLEECE SEPARATES
"••••••:, I

FOR CHILDREN/HOME
30%-50% OFF
30% OFF
ALL GIRLS & BOYS COORDINATES

25% OFF

NIKP SHOES FOR CHILDREN

1

INFANT/TODDLER COORDINATES

25% OFF
ALL CURTAINS
_4I

NEW STORE HOURS;
Monday-Saturday
10-9
Sunday
12:30-5:30

Milierray Ledger & Times

Effective Mon, March 4
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

PAROLE REVIEW

MSU hosts KACURH conference

\Itirra• •..
'5 3-3 366
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Human Rights Commission sponsors forum

• If you bought the coins in "Sets A"
and "B" individually, they would
- The Murray Human Rights Comeach cot about 515-517 with the
-plastic case. Again, the oil company's mission is sponsoring a public forprice for 1 of these sets is 530. In my um on The Americans with Disabilities Act on Tuesday, March 19
opinion, that's a poor buy.
of.coursc, if you bought 3113 sets at at 7 p.m. at the Douglas Center,
once, you get a discount price which 227 N. L.P. Miller Street in
IV
brings the average price chlWn to Murray.
The Americans with Disabilities
S23.32 per set. That's closer to a 517'
"fair market,value" of coins + case. " Act gives civil rights protection to
individuals with disabilities that arc
But the catch is that the third set. the
like those provided to individuals
"President's Set," is a. much poorer
on the basis of race, sex, national
buy ,than ;the others1WO. At most, the
origin and religion.
coins in the "President's Set" acquired
The public forum is being preindividually would cost S9 - S I 1
sented to provide disabled indiviwith the case. - •
duals with specific information
I hate to be a negative, but 1
regarding their civil rights. In addihone,stly think these are poor -invest- tion,
compliance regulations will
ments. And I very much resent such
be. discussed for employers, public
hyped.la.n.gyage as "I these I coins are accomm
odations, transportation
harder and harder to come by" or. and state
and local government
"each one...may already be a --coltez- operations. Many
of these regulator's item." It's also silly. to claim tions go into
effect in January.
"I these'coins are in limited supply" or
that the 1943 cent is "rare and unusual."
The most curious feature of this
offer is that your order v..ill be
honored only if you return the entire
The following inmates from Cal
brochure.not just the third of the sheet
lowly County were considered for
with the order form. Why? I wonder. parole by the Kentucky Parole
Is it because this company does not
Board during the last three months,
want you comparing the coins which
according to reports.
,arrive with the pictures of the coins
Parole recommendations arc conditional upon continued good instiwhich seem to be promised?
If you see mail-order coin offer: tutional conduct. Also, parole certificates will be issued only upon
which interest you and you want to get
approval for proper employment or
the most for your money. look up
for maintenance and care.
"Coin Shop" in the vellba pages and
Local inmates and the result of
do some comparison .shopping. -1
their parole board review are as
predict that the dealers you call will
follows:
either beat the price of the offer you
PAROLE RECOMMENDED
are considering or suggest a better
Ray Copeland - parole to highest
investment at a lower price. I'm not •levelJirruny
available, C.C. Shall not be released until
listed in the yellow pages. by the way. on or May 28, 1991.
• Ted Tharpc Tennessee or back to
so my advise is disinterested:board.
•
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PERSPECTIVE
Letters to the Editor
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Dear Editor,
The Racer basketball team has
been an inspiration to their fans
this season. After falling to third
place mid-season, they finished
Saturday night as OVC Champs for
the fourth year in a row. Having
followed the team from Linco)n.
Neb. to Knoxville, Tenn., it has
been 'my pleasure to know some of
thc players personally and I have
found them to be a fantastic group
of young men.
Many people have seen them at
local events serving as role models
for the—young people in this community. Recently Ron Jones, Greg

Steve Newton and Paul King talk
tu Summers Brawley and other
Southwest students about saying
no to drugs.

For 16 years following the end
of the Vietnam War, America's
only huiniliating military defeat,
there have been those who cauCoble and Frank Allen attended
tioned -against U.S. involvement in
senior night at Murray High
any more wars, citing the "lessons
School. And Paul King, Doug Gold
of Vietnam."
_and coach Steve Newton talked
Now there are new lessons, those
with youngsters at Southwest Calof the Persian Gulf, and they are as
loway Elementary School during
profound in their success as the
. Drug Education Week.
lessons of Vietnam were profound
We all owe a thank you to the
in their failure.
Racers for their, contribution to our
The Bush Administration, the
community. We have a great
Pentagon brass 'and, of - course, the
,opportunity to do that at Racer
all-volunteer military' taught us
hrena next week..'See you at the-, --these lessons as they
each per'tournament:
formed in the grandest. manner.
Sincerely,
The first lesson of the Persian'
Joy Waldrop,
Gulf war is the necessity' of having
Counselor Southwest. Elemena President who clearly articulates
tary School
goals and sets about selling them to.
the American people. After a somewhat shaky' start as he attempted to
explain why we were involving
ourselves in the region, President
Bush found his stride. To his political and military planning, the President eloquently added an outlin6
of the moral justification for the •
war. .
The second lesson was the value
of having international support.
rather than embarking on a go-italone strategy'. The President put
together a co-alition of7countrie;
and revived the. moribund United
Doug Gold signs autographs and
encourages Ashley Rose, left, and
Heather Wright to get high on
life and he the best they can be.
This is the worst time of the yC,:7
baseball fans. Except for in\
Louis. an accountant and .(inan.;.ul
planner.
In a bygone era, these were :he
dreary months that were brightenc.'d
when baseball writers would -atone
• ,•2 g.a ma: s stars and ask how they h.1,1
the off-season
would say: '\'e:-it sen:
7:27 Aorkin. around the
posts. choppin OA:
....rcyand the woods
• 7-22
So my legs are
▪
...7j I'm expectin. to be
spring trainin. Star:,

1 nave contacted some businesses
town _and have received donations but with my schedule. I am
not able to contact all that would
be interested in Oonating. Any
donation. whether it is 55 or $106.
will be greatly appreciated. I. hope
that this program will continue next
fall when school first starts because
that is the time we need to start
help for children that need it. These
donations will be used specifically
for the Extended Services Program.
Any funds that, area in the fund at
the__...;- nd of the school term will be
carried over to the 1991-92 school
year.
I would like to thank the following businesses that I contacted that
have donated: Kenlake Foods.
Bank of Murray. Peoples Bank and
Republic Savings Bank. If 'there
has been donations that I am unaware of. I. as well as Murray
Middle. thank you.
Anyone who WOuld like - to
donate please send your donation
to: Murray Middle School.
Extended Services Program, 801
Main Street. Murray, Ky. 42071.
This prgoram is 'a key to the future
for some students that might give
up for lack of help. Designate on
your check "Extended Services
Program."
Sincerely...
Jackie Brandon.
400 North 8th St.
Murray. Ky: 42071

Sa•udi Arabia soldier writes family
requests to start pen-pal letters
,Editor's Note: The'tollowing letter ;8/Li received by the Franklin
Rushing family of Rt. 2, Box 64,
this %eek and is printed in the
interest of our readers.
Dear Editor,
My name is Specialist Dewey
Gibson. -.I'm stationed'. in -Saudi
Arabia, Desert Shreld. and I'm asking for your help. I'm trying to
start some sort of a pen-pal thing.
I'm new,at the letter-writing business, 'but I really enjoy sharing
thoughts and personalities with
people. I would really like to hear
from you and friends. We need all
the support we can get. Maybe I

CAL'S
THOUGHTS

can make friends on the way.-fin
25 years,old. 6'1".. 195 lbs. I like
the Outdoors, good food. movies
and writing pen-pals. My address
is: SPC Dewey Gibson,' Coo 3rd
BN 32nd Armor, 1st Cav. Task
Force, APO — NY. 09306-0120.
Letters from the states are one
thing we look forward to each day.
-So would you please put the
address up in your place of business, or in the paper so it can get
out to others. Thank ,you for your
time. And a Happy New Year.
Dewey' Gibson
Coo 3rd BN 32nd Armor
1st Cav Task Force
APO — NY 09306-01,20
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Nations to pass resolutions supporting American objectives and, wonder of wonders. endorsing military
intervention if all else failed.
The next lesson learned was the
value áf a battle plan_ We."winged
it" in Vietnam. The Persian Gulf
War was scripted and acted out
superbly by everyone involved.
And the commanders, as well as
the all-volunteer services, proved
they were•tough enbitgh and committed enough to pursue the objec.lave to . victory.
The fourth lesson was learned by
the Pentagon. which handled the
pre. brilliantly' (it helped that so
Md7y Americans demonstrated
t1-nnr support for the troops by
country Hi flags and
ribbons).. Some reporters
and broadcast executives objected
to 111. restriction. Walter Crorikite,
ho editorialiied against the
Vietnam War during the supposed:y ohjec,ive "CBS Eve-ning News."

ROYKO
SAYS
By Alike
Royko
1 ‘.11 instruments.
C,ernment bonds.
munies. At
contract. he
A..,
...Ian 32 years old, a
"uNS,:ret.1 of a
:ost-tax
0: :n excess of
S2 75...oh
or
of his
.
mind will
churn s'•77'..,: 770%
say: "This
t2.cre is a fortunate
.
s
threepa: hls post career
thdn S4(0,000 a
A2

they can score politital points from
this war. She ought to be. Most of
the liberal Democratic "leadership"
opposed the war until the approval
ratings topped 80 percent, then
they ran like crazy to jump on the
train long after it had left the
station.
House Majority Leader Richard
Gephardt (D-Mo.) is one who
might expect to star in some GOP
commercials next year because he
threatened to cut off funds to the
troops. Bush and Quayle may ride
this Arabian horse to a 50-state
victory in '92 and pull some Republicans into Congress if they' seize
the opportunity.
The Democrats still haven't
learned their lesson. Frustrated that
no one pays much attention to her
whiny voice anymore, Rep Pat
Schroeder (D-Colo.) complained on
CNN that she worries we might not
be able to pay the bill for the war.
Don't cry, Pat. If unpaid bills
remain after our allies ante-up, we
can put out some collection buckets
along the routes of the hundreds of
victory parades that will welcome
the troops home. Americans will be
happy to help pay the price for
those who have made us proud that
we helped another nation rid itself
of an occupying tyrant and rid
ourselves of the ghost of Vietnam.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Thursday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 3-0-8.

Tie Murray Isdier & Times (LSPS 3C11700)

The Murray Ledger & TimEs is published every afternoon except Sundays.
July 4, Christmas
Day.
Year s Day and Thanksgiving Day Murray Newspapers inc., 1001
Whitnei I izr
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class PostagebyPaid
at Murray. Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $5 00 per month, payable
in &than By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky ,and Paz.,
Buchanan and Puryear, In, 557 00 per year By mail to
lo reach all departments of the newspaper, phone other destinations $64 50 per yea:
753-1916
The Murray Ledger & Times IS a
of the Associated Press. Kentucky Pre
Association and Southern Newspaper member
Publishers
Association
"The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news
originated by The Murray Ledger A
Times
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"No. the stupidity factOr is being
persuaded to invest in oil wells in
Florida. ski slopes in Iowa and lending large sums Of,Inoney to your
worthless brother-in-law."
But I want to read about a dedicated
player spending the winter building
up his wrist strength so he can jerk
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LOOKING BACK
By J'0 BURKEEN
Ten years ago
More than 200 veterans of all
wars were present for the dinner in
their honor, sponsored by Murray-.
Calloway County Ministerial Association, at Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
A feature story about David
Boyd and his building of a sports
car from scratch is -published.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs, Tony Franklin Sykes,
Feb. 20,
Sally Guy will conduct four
Saturday morning sessions on
weaving at Murray Art Guild starting March 7.
Twenty years ago
Final enrollment for spring
semester at Murray State University' is- listed at 6,670, accordiong to
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions
and registrar.
"Congratulations to Mrs. Will
Starks who observed her 96th
birthday on Feb. 26. She is now'
residing at Puryear Nursing
Home," from column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard M. Jezik.
Feb. 20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward L. Phillips, Feb. 21; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James' K. Phillips,
Feb. 22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Ferguson, Feb. 24;

Thirty years ago
Since Jan, 1, Calloway County'
Public Library has circulated 8,355
books. according to Mrs. Esco
Genter and Mrs. Ben Trevathan,
librarians, in a report to the Library
Board.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Dale Campbell, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paschall, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Adams, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Powell Jr., and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred M. Betts.
Dr. Walter Blackburn spoke at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club held
last nigliot Murray Woman's Club
House.'W

Forty years ago
In games ih Fourth District High
School Basketball Tournament,
Lynn Grove beat New Concord,
Calvert City beat Brewers, Benton
beat Murray Training, and Sharpe
beat Hazel. High team scorprs were
Parks for Lynn Grove, Rowland for
New Concord, McLemore for
Calvert City, Morgan, Lyles and
Darnall for Brewers, Jones for
Benton, Magness for Murray Training, Darnall for Sharpe and Curd
for Hazel.
. Mrs. John Cole was honored at a
surprise party in celebration of her
80th birthday on Feb. 25 at home
of her granddaughter. Mrs. Ted
Potts.
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Today In History
Today is Friday, March 1, the 60th day of 1991. There are 305 days left
in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 1, 1790, the first U.S. Census was authorized by Congress.
(When the census was completed the following August. it showed a total
U.S. population of 3.9 million.) ,
On this date:
In 1781, the Articles of Confederation were adopted by the Continental
Congress.
In 1803, Ohio's legislature met for the first time. (This event was recognized by Congress in 1953 as the official date of Ohio statehood.)
In 1864, Rebecca Lee became the first black woman to receive a medical degree, from the New England Female Medical College in Boston.
In 1872, Congress authorized the creation of Yellowstone National
Park.
One year ago: The controversial Sea117
k, N.H., nuclear power plant
won federal permission to go on line after two decades of protests and
legal struggles.
Today's Birthdays: Singer Dinah Shore is 74. Former astronaut Donald
"Dcke" Slayton is 67. Former National Football League Commissioner
Pete Rozelle is 65. Actor Robert Clary is 65. Actor Cesare Danova is 65.
Singer Harty Belafonte is 64. Former Supreme Court nominee Robert H.
Bork is 64. Actor Robert Conrad is 56. Author Judith Rossner is 56. Actor
Dirk Benedict is 47. Singer Roger Daltrey is 46. Actor Alan Thicke is 44.
Actor-director Ron Howard is 37. Actress Catherine Bach is 37. Football
player, Mike' Rozier is 30.
.
Thought for Today: "No man ever made a great speech on a mean
subject." — Attributed to Eugene V,. Dcbs. American socialist leader
_
(1855-1926).
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more circuit clouts out of. the old
ballpark. Or make snap throw's from
the hot corner. That's what the game is
arl about.
"Um sorry, but what's a circuit
clout? Where's the hot COrnerc
I get it. All yob know about is
,money. You don't even know anything about baseball.
•
"Ah, thank you very much."
For what?
"Your contribution to the stupidity
factor."

^

•
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recreational worker in his hometown."
But I thought'that being picked off
first base in a close game was what's
stupid.

_
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complained of "arrogance" by the
military for not letting the press see
and report more of the Gulf War.
Many Americans see Cronkite's
colleagues as the arrogant ones
who pursue ratings, awards, profits
and their own political agendas
before considering the interests of
their own country.
The press has been tightly controlled in four recent military conflicts: the British invasion to take
back the Falkland Islands, the liberation of Grenada from Marxist
Communists, the toppling of the
dictator Manuel ._ Moricga from
Panama and, now, the liberation of
Kuwait from the clutches of Iraq's
Saddam Hussein. Is it a coinci•dence that each of these was
successful?
it seems liberal Democrats never
sec a moral justification for war.
Columnist Mary McGrory, the nanny to all pacifists, wrote that "war
is actually the greatest failure that
mankind can commit." No, it isn't.
Appeasement and weakness are.
McGrory .adds, "It just _doesn't
make sense to use our military
might to devastate a small country
when all we really want to do is
punish one man." One man? Were
all of those Iraqi soldiers killing
Kuwaitis only' mirages? McGrory is
upset that Republicans might think

Baseball fans look at wrong statistics

Extended Services Program
needs support, donations
ear . editor.
On Feb. 4, 1991. Murray Middle
School - started an Extended Service's. Program at Murray Middle.
The Extended Services Program is
an afteroschool tutoring program
for students in fifth, sixth and
seventh grade or for any student
7:ceding extra help with their studies.. This program will run through
. tine end of this school year with the
exception of Murray Middle's
7Spring Break and Murray Stites
Spring Break. This program is from
3:15 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday
through Thursday.
-The state of Kentucky has appropriated money to hire the tutors.
jiitce children are usually very
-,-;Jrigry right after a day of school.
:he Extended .Services Program is
offering a snack at 3:15 p.m. with
tutoring beginning at 3:30 p.m.
There are about 35 to 40 students
.that are attehding these sessions
0,::h day. The state's funding is not
:''ugh to obtain snacks for the
.dents.
I am a mother who feels that this
.rn is a very good program
11 in the. long run keep childfi.c, from dropping out of..school
iaten I know that it is hard for me
to help my daughter because of
•ack of-iirne--pit's" a lot of - the work
.; older parents are not up to date
, -iough to help.
We are in need of donations to
nclp purchase snacks for the childThis will enable the children to
rk better when they are not

131

The lessons of the Persian Gulf War

Racer basketball tearri inspires
children at Southwest Elementary

•`
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Jane Stokes, left and Faye Beyer,
right, demonstrate construction
of bluebird houses with students
at Carter Elementary School.

...`s•
Dave Hornback, Vice President
& Cashier at Bank of Murray,
spoke to students at Robertson
Elementary School on the history
of currency and coins.
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Business Education is
enhanced by partnership
tion. Learning of the need for bluebird houses, desiring to instill in
the students a need for conservation and protection of the environment, and allowing the students to
actively participate a project, Beyer
called the project "Recycle for
Bluebirds."
Jane. Stokes, Bank of Murray
employee and local bluebird enthusiast, worked with the students,
showed a video about bluebirds,
and instructed students about build4 .*,
w•t• •

••r`.. ,.. . •
•
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Educational opportunites in our
local schools continue to be
ent,anced through the link-up with
local businesses in a Business—
Education partnership.
The Bank of Murray enjoys a
part ner relationship with Carter &
Rot ertson Elementary Schools, and
has recently been involved in
number of activities with students
from both schools.
Fitye Beyer, fourth grade teacher
at Carter Elementary School, recently .introduced a science project
with her students, in cooperation
with the National Science-Founda-

I

Golden 100 set for MSU March 3-4
Murray, a student at Murray High awards, as will the top three essay
,High school juniors from 52
Kentucky counties will take part in
School.
writers. Special Commonwealth
the ninth annual Golden 100 schoAll accredited high schools in
Awards will be presented to three
lastic competition March 3-4 at
the Commonwealth were invited to students based on outstanding
Murray State University.
'nominate as many as three juniors extracurricular activities.
The Golden 100 recognizes out- for consideration in the program.
' Students arrive on the Murray
standing juniors in Kentucky. In
The top 100 students were selected State
University campus March 3,
the competition, students will take from 367 semi-finalists based on
and
take
the written tests that afternationally standardized tests in
academic achievement, school and
noon.
An
awards banquet is
English, mathematics, natural sci- community service, leadership,
creativity and personal qualities planned for noon Monday, March
ence and social science.
which contribute to success. Each 4.
Two Calloway County students
nominee also submits an essay,
Participants will be listed on We
are among the participants. The titled "My Role in Kentucky's Golden 100 Honor
Roll, which will
students are Seth David Aran( of Future."
be sent to all Kentucky universiHazel, a student at Calloway CounTop scorers in each of the !but ties, assuring the students of maxity High School and Suelene Chu of areas of competition will receive
mum scholarship consideration.

ing bluebird houses. As the project
continues, students will earn the
privilege of having their bluebird
houses, will map their locations,
and will learn the value of recycling materials in the process.
Bank of Murray's officers have
visited numerous classes at the two
local schools, speaking and discussing -various topics relating to
finances, banking, and the histoy
of currency and coins.
"A Salute to President's Day"
was the title of the 20-minute program presented in the lobby of the
Maio Office of the local bank
recently. Forty seven students of
teachers Holly . Bloodworth and
Tina Rattarc,e presented the patriotic program of songs and recitations. A large audience of parents.
fri ends and hankcustomers
enjoyed the very informative
presentation.
Plans; for spring activities and
end-of-school programs are now
being coordinated between the
partners. Davellornback_and Toro_
Rushing, Vice Presidents at Bank
of Murray are the bank's coordinators and work with Jean Bennett,*
Community Resources Coordinator
for thc Murray Independent School
System, in planning activities for
the partnership.

An Oak Tree Stands
As A Symbol
of our

Service To You

We gave a lot of thought before choosing a symbol to represent our
firm's service at
Miller Funeral Home. We chose the sturdy symbol of an oak treebecause
it
represents values we think are important. The oak tree is a proud
symbol that-is
commonly found in this area. It stands tall and strong, and yet its flexibil
ity gives it the
resilience to move, grow. and change. Those are values also represented.
at Miller
Funeral Home. Were locally operated by people you know and trust.
We know how to
provide families with quality service, yet be flexible enough to meet
their changing
needs.
We admire the oak's stability and flexibility. It symbolizes that we stand
on
the strength of our service at Miller Funeral Home.

MILLER
Students of Holly Bloodworth and Tina Rattaree, Robertson
Elementary School perform "A Salute to President's Day"
in lobby of Bank
of Murray.

We stand-on-the strength of our service"

Jean Hurt, Principal, at Carter &
Robertson Schools and Tom
Rushing, Vice President at Bank
of Murray, discuss partnership
plans for spring.

.

FUNERAL HOME
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Example
#100021

#100270

List Price
Peppers Disc.
Fact. Reb.
-Sale Price

111-796441Q
472.00
1,000.00
$10,491.21
V-6 EFI - Automatic - Air Conditioning - AM/FM
Stereo - Chrome Bumpers - Full Size Spare - Cloth
Seat - Full Carpeting.

318 V-8 - Automatic Transmission - Air Conditioning - Tilt - Cruis.e - AM/FM. Stereo - Chrome
Bumpers - Full Size Spare - Cloth Bench Seat- Full
Carpeting - 6x9 Chrome Mirrors - 7 70 Warranty.

List Price
Peppers Disc.
Fact4 Reb.
Sale Price

11-4.7486=
1,285.75
1,500.00

#100190
List Price
$11799.4.44
Peppers Disc.
794.65
Fact. Reb.
1,000
Sale' Price
$11,136.35
2.5 Liter EFI - Automatic - Air Conditioning - Tilt/
Cruise - Rear Defroster - 50/50 Split Seat - AM/FM
Stereo - Driver's Air Bag.

$11,699.25

Good Until March 31st
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Pbppe'rs Chryster Jeep/Eagle
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*pay

SIMS

10.1011
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NM
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Converion Van
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#100262
Clip out this Pepper,s Coupan.
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10.7.3.1
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00
and
mak
List
e
you
r
bes
TEintr*J704).
t
•
Peppe
rs
Disc.
1,911.
35
Peppers Disc
$337.75
Fact. Reb.
Then present your Peppers
1,000.00
Sale F'rice
$7,987.25
Sale
Price
$16,885.65
1.5 Liter Speed Air CorditionIng - AM FM
for an additional '100 off your Locks
Automatic - Air Conditioning - Power Windows/
Stereo - Toted Glass
- AM/FM Cassette - Wheels - Running
Boards
-Vacuum Cleaner- First Aid Kit - Too Much
new car or truck.
To List!
Convertible Shadows & Lebarons in Stock!

uestions
on Leasing???
CAliLL TOLL FREE
1-1600-748-8816
N el N. Hatman
Fina ce & Lease Mgr.
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"Whatever it takes,
we want to be your car & truck company"

Uodgerrurks

PEPPERS
2400 East Wood Street

Paris, TN

642-5661

1-800-748-8816

11•CMO*1

Mb-

Jeep
Eagle

Ask For...
Rick Searcy
J.R. Willoughby
Danny Hart
Jeb Medley

Le•a1 Mumbo Jumbo All prices are plus tax, Mb. license
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_MURRAY TODAY
Commttnity events listed
Friday, March 1

Maly, March 1

aNt

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield

Friday, March 1
the Easiern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.

Main Street Youth Center at -205
North Fourth SL will be open from6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
•

Parents' Night Out will be from
5:30 to 11:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

Alford Chapter No. 445 Order of

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"How doth the little busy bee
Improve each shining hour.
And.gather honey all the day,
From every opening flower!"
Isaac War.
,

National Scouting Museum will
brepen from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
For information call 762-3383.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
•K 5

•

1!

WEST
+64

EAST
+83
• "My play lands the slam whenev- 11,K J iti
2
•9 7 4
er clubs are 3-3 or when the heart •10 6 4 2
•X J 9 7
finesse 'wins." announced South. 4 Q 4
J 10 8 2
"That's about a 68 percent chance•
Sot TH
for success."
• 4 A Q J 10 9 7 2
Look over the play . to see if you
V A .14
can spot how South can improve his
•8 3
chances by a considerable margin.
•K 7
East's-41fuble of four diamonds
Vulnerable Both
told Scuth where the diamond king
Dealer South
was. so he didn't bother to take a fiThe bidding
nesse at trick one. Instead he won
South
West
dummy's ace. cashed two high clubs
North
East
Pass
2
and ruffed a club high in search of a :+
Pass.
3•
Pass
4•
bbl
3-3 split. When this failed, he cashed
4•
Pass
6+
All pass
the ace and king of trumps and took
the heart finesse. This lost also, and
the defenders two red kings sent
the slam one down.
How does South improve his
chances? He was right to place the
diamond king with East. but he was
wrong to play dummy's diamond
ace at trick one. Instead he should
play low - from • dummy. allowing
East to win the jack. South wins
East's heart return with the ace.
and the top clubs and a club ruff follow. They _don't split as before' but
there is one big difference Dummy
still has two entries to take advantage of the 4-2 club break
The ace and king'of trumps are
cashed. another•elub ruff establishes dummy's fifth club, and the diamond ace serves as an entry. allowing South to discard his heart queen

Works by 16 members of Murray
State University Art Faculty will be
on exhibit today through March 31,
in upper le;iel of eta-M. Eagle
Gallery, MSU. An opening reception is at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

Paschall and Bogard vows solemnized
Miss Melissa Ann Paschall and
Tony Lynn Bogard were married
Sunday. Jan. 13, at 3 p.m. at Old
Providence Primitive Baptist
Church.
The Rev. foe Bagwell officiated
at the double ring ceremony said at
the altar.of the church, located near
the bride's home and where she
had played as a young girl. The
church does not have electricity
and services are held only a few
thins a year.

Miss Christy Anderson was the
maid of honor.
Rickey--Spann-was-best man for
Mr. Bogard.
The bride is the daughter of Billy and Sherrie Paschall of Rt. 1,
Events at St. Leo Catholic . Hazel.
Church will include Mass at 12
She is the granddaughter of Mr.
noon; Fish Fries from 5:30 to 7 and Mrs. J.C. Merton and of Mr.
p.m.: Lenten Prayers at 7 p.m.
and Mrs. Buster Paschall. all of
Hazel.
The groom is the son of Jackie
Saturday, March 2
Murray Kiwanis Gun and Knife Spiceland of Rt. 1, Almo, and of
Show will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Phillip Bogard of Murray.
He is the grand:Son of Mr. and
at Calloway County Middle
.Mrs. C.W. Outland -6f' Almo and
School,
the late Mr.. and Mrs. Rudell
Delta Department of Murray Bogard; and the great-giand.,ort of
Mr. and .Mrs. A,very Hayden
Woman's Club will meet at 10 a.m.
Bogard. .
at club house.
The bride and groom left the
church in an antique car seated in
(Cont'd on page 7(

•8 63
. •4•Q5
4 A 96 5 3

Opening lead Diamond deuce

•

the rumble seat for the short disThe 'bridal couple is now residtance to the home of her parents
ing in Murray. Mrs. Bogard with
where a reception was held.
Uniforms of Murray in Dixieland
"Serving were Sara Bucy, Lisa - Shopping Centef. Mr. Bogaii is
Brown, Hazel Morton and Kathey employed with Dan Parker MtsonBeach.
ry Contractors.
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Staff Excellence awards to be given

44
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Anne Adams. Tourism Director for Murray-Calloway County Chamber-of Commerce, spoke on "Mystery of Tourism" at February meeting of Delta Department of Murray Woman's Club at Dumplin's. Pictured, from left, top photo, Crystal Parks, Laurine Andrus, Venda
Gibson, Clinton Rowlett, Louise Swann, Mayme
Staubacher, bottom photo, Clarice Sparkman. Jo Oakley, Lorene Swann, Hazel Tarry, Edna McKinney and Mayrelle Clark. Not pictured are Ruth.Cole.
Alice Koenecke, Sue Fairless and Era Morris. The department will
meet Saturday, March 2, at 10 a.m. at the club house with David
Mikulcik to speak on "Landscaping." Ruth Cole, Clinton Rowlett and
Roberta....Tarr wi1l be hostesses.

c

Thiege4wwigunFaions,disthissals released by hopital
Three newborn 'admissions and
dismissals at Murray -Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday, Feb.
28, have been released as follous:
Newborn admissions

'-

'y

P"

oaoyooy parents La„ta a-c
Seca a

=Mir

I:THEATRES

rg oaoy g • . pa•e•-3 Deora and Ftyar
P: 2. Box 25CE 1.&-ay
Bone'e oaoy
patents. 'Marcy a-,C
Tony G• 3 Box 3 H licae Apls Hatd
. Dismissals
Robert Wayne Kerr NC Box 6C, New
Concord M's Jess,eWeob, Rt. i Boxi/78,
ML•tay. Mrs Ar-a A. re Fortner K1 Souths•ce tAanor. Mr.,r•ay
Everett Bazzei:, Pt 1 Box 211A
Far-n-ngtor Moss Amy Lynn -Brown. 65Slaughters Lace Rd. Hanson. Jord Osbron
Hale, Rt 5. Box 502. Murray, •
ass Traci Wet, Pt 5, Box 356C. Benton, Rodney Frey, Pt 4. Box 380A, Pars
Tenn , frArs Barbara Alexander Pt • Box
201, Aimo.
Mrsi Mildred Peac 902 Weoa Ave .r May
'eio. Patrick Wyatt Pt 4, Box 263 Murray
Mss Ashley 1+cnoie Srmts. 104 Fa -yew
St. Paris, Tenr ,
Larry Cope Pt 1 Box 101 krro Mrs
E•ma Lee V.,/sori, At 1, Box 76 it:•ro W
ham Redick, 900 Coldwater Rd. 142-'ay

Sleeping With 31 2305
The Enemy (R) 97:0005
1:30
3:25
7:15
9:1

White Fang
(PG)

20% OFF
COLOR HIGHLIGHTS
Enhance you,haft s ow,
oeautotui coor and add ,'Vearttly

Dances with
1:30
Wolves (PG13) 7:30

Stine With Our CuStOmled
Color Highlights
SW once, eflectrve through
Saturday March 2

No Appointment Necessary
Or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

PIPC plans,. meeting on Tuesday
Calloway County and SurrOuriding Area Preschool
Interagency Planning Cotmcil (PIPC) will meet Tuesday, March 5, at 12 noon at Cal
oway
County Public Library, 710 Main St., Murray. All interested perso ls
arc
invited to attend.
rCont'd

on page

King Ralph
(PG)

1:
3:20
7:10.
9:05

L.A. Stoiry
(PG13)'

1:30
3:15
7:20
9:15

Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50
Rent ootir mon ies•at the mot les'.
loos Chestnut • 753-3311
Open 11:.,m

I

Mitzi McCallon Si Maryann

ithe?

Your Individual
Horoscope

Design Services.
You & Your Home
Deserve It'
Call For An In-Home
Consultation
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321 .

•

13.t-Cf
(ts\4A

Fokt SATURDAY. MARCH
1491
ARIES
catching up with unfinished work. A
(Mar 21 to Apr 19)
new hobby fascinates yriu now'.
‘'isits with old fru•nits are favored Tonight brings a pleasant
st xprise.
as well as romantic outings. P.M. SAGITTARIUS
requisite is for you to be considerate. (Nov,22 to Dec 21)
• .
de
NE•W ideas i!ime to you about a
.• You're happy to do a friei id a favor"
career concern
today. A fortunate travel invitation"
TAURUS
'comes now. A roMantic.. interest or a
( A fir-'211-tii:Wy 20>
child may be sensitive. Electronic
You'll want to get slime work out of gadgetry intrigues
you.
the way before relaxing for good CAPRICORN •
•
times You have new'ideas now how Wee.22 to Jan. 19)
.1441 -make yeiar..hr11.1, Ming- alb active.
.,_AMbilloris are stimulater 1.zu.w•
Surprise news 1.1411 from afar.
new chances for buSine...s success
GEMINI
come today. A family men iber needs
May 21 to June 20)
/1
1 * extra consideration. • Tonight finds
You'll be handling some responsi- you imaginative and innoVative.
bilities in connection with a child AQUARIUS
today, but there will still be time for a (Jan. 20 to Feb.
fun outing-Career ptospects improve.
It's a good day for studying and .
A friend is unduly sensitive.
applying yourself to mental work.
CANCER
Tact and diplomacy are needed to get
(June 21 to-July 22,
your ideas across to a sen sitive type.
You'll be shopping for the home New money making ideas come
now
and attending trri other domerc PISCES
SOP
interests today. A higher up ruh•ds (Feb. 1f4 to Mar. 20)
•0110r
kid-glove handling. A partner surLong range financial groals preocprises you with an 'innovative idea
cupy you today_ _Still, you. re tempted LEO
to overspend.(nhers.are iliceptive to
!July 23 to Aug 22)
your ideas A group activity proves
les a, senous talk with a close tie
stimulating.
'today, but you're still in a lightYOU BORN TODAY are sensitive,
hearted. optimistic mood. Original empathetic, with a good
•understandnt °
bring you career gains now.
ing of human nature. Though you'
VIRGO
have a need for financial and emo(Aug: 2:1 to Sept 22/
.
tional Security, you're ab.o willing to
, Your no-nonsense attitude brings take a chance. 'There its a
decided
- you pthgress on the job now. Either artistic side to .your native
and you
you or a close tie tends to extravag- - may be drawn _to music poetry,
and
ant spending. Collaborative efforts art. you are by nature a iliploinat and
axe favored tonight.
work well in partnership. Yet', you're
also capable of - pionoering effort.
(Sept.23 to O('t. 22)
•
le12: Birthdate of .h•nnifer .limes, actress;
You'll -enjoy a visit to a familiar, Tom Wolfe. writer. an•I Kurt Weill,
haunt today. Opportunity comes composer.
through a friend. Be willing to meet a
partner halfway. A free-lance assignCall FRANCES DRAhE (24 hrs.)
ment could come now.
Forecast for Today o r the Future
SCORPIO
I 900 226 0360
(Oct. 23 to NOV721)
44€
I a minute
You may resent a co-worker's
familiarity today. You're busy now

A

wiR

A FRIEND YOU CAN DEPEND ON
For car, home, business 4nd family .. quality
insurance protection designed to meet your
specific needs. Plus attractively low premiums
and closeby independent agency service.

Take advantage of our
Professional interior

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407

Maple St.

Persi
A Str

7)

Frances Drake

Monday-Saturday
10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5:30
Effective Monday, March 4th

Mrs. Clell
home for the
Dorothy Mcx
sbyterian Ch
" Devotions
.ry McKenzie
Yearbook of
Mission Woi
projects there
for Self-Dev
Mrs.. Alfre

Murray 'State University will present Staff Excellence award's to eight
outstanding staff.members during an annual spring staff recognition ceremony. Nominations are now being accepted and are encouraged frori fellow 'staff members, students, faculty, and the general public. Nomination
forms are available in each Dean's office, academic department, Curris
Center Information Desk, Student Government Association office, or Crom
a_n_y Staff. Congress_ member._ The deadline for submitting nominatiun.s
Wednesday, March 13, by 4:30 p.m. For more information 'contact G fiselda Adams at the MSU Physical Plant or call 762-4293.
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DATEBOOK
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Fleming will speak at meeting
The New Singles Organizational Society of Paris; Tenn., will meet
Monday, March 4, at 7 p.m. at Southwood Apartments meeting room
(beside the apartment office) on the Old Camden Highway, Paris. The
discussion topic will be "What Have You Done for You Lately?" led by
Jeanne Fleming, vice president of Murray Singles Organizational Society,
Murray. The SOS is a non-profit support and social group for single
adults whether always single, separated, divorce or widowed. All ages are
welcome and dress is casual. For more information call Pamela,
753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224, or write to S.O.S., 1101 Main St., Murray, Ky. 42071.

Patients are dismissed

•

Revival now at Church of God
Revival services at Murray Church of God, Sycamore and South 15th
Streets, are continuing through Saturday, March 2. The Rev. David Pinson
of Ashland is the speaker for services at 7 p.m. tonight and Saturday.
Special singing will be held at each service.

MWC Board to meet Monday
Barbara Brandon, president of Murray Woman's Club, will preside at a
meeting of the Executive Board of the club on Monday, March 4, at 11:30
a.m. at the club house. All officers, committee chairmen and department
chairmen are urged to attend, Brandon said.

Prayer program to be Sunday

Local persons recently dismissed from Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
include Patti Carroll and Henriella Montgomery, both of Murray.

Jeff Enoch, left, and Peter Luciano, students at Calloway County
High School, have reached the final stages of the selection process of
the National Beta Club Scholarship Program. As semifinalists,- these
students have been placed in the top 223 candidates. There were 995
other candidates for this honor. "It is a true accomplishment to have
reached this level, and regardless of the outcome, the students have
demonstrated exceptional records of achievement," said George W.
Lockamy, executive director of The National Beta Clubs.

••••

Dorothy Moore Circle has
meeting at Peterson homes
Mrs. Clell Peterson opened hcr
home for the February meeting of
Dorothy Moore Circle of First Presbyterian Church Women.
" Devotions were led by Mrs. Henry' McKenzie who read from the
'• Yearbook of Prayer of Presbyterian
- Mission Work in Peru, citing two
projects there initiated by the Fund
for Self-Development of People.
Mrs. • Alfred Lindsey presented

the program topic, "Empowered for
Partnership Between Men and
Women," from the study text,
"Tongues of Fire."
Presiding was Mrs. Thomas
Schellingerhout.. Announcements
were made of new furnishings at
the church, bazaar work shops, and
World Day of Prayer service at
First Presbyterian Church on Sunday, March 3, at 2 p.m.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Perseverance Isn't Always
_A Straight Path to Success

MEND

a

4

World Day of Prayer, sponsored by Church Women United of Murray
and Calloway County, will be Sunday, March 3, at 2 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, _16th and Main Streets. The program, written by women
Kenya, East-Africa, will be presented by women.of the host church.
-of
A Sadie Hawkins Couples Banquet will be Friday, tvfar
—ch -11,- at 6:30'
Refreshments will be served. Sr. Mary Anne Yanz, president of CWU,
p.m. at First Baptist Church. The cost will be $2.50 each with reservations
urges all women and men of the area to attend.
required by noon on Tuesday, March 5. Persons may bring spouse, date or
friend. If child care is needed, contact Joetta H. Kelly, minister of
children/activities.

Couples banquet is scheduled

MISS plans Tuesday meeting

Desert Storm Group will meet
The Desert Storm Support Group will meet Monday, Feb. 25, at 7 p.m.
at Apple Tree School on Stadium View Drive, Murray. Anyone interested
in sharing information, providing support, or who is seeking help because
of personal involverFnt with service personnel in the Gulf is encouraged
to attend. For information contact Doris Burris at 753-9356.

Tennis tournament scheduled
Kenlake Tennis Center will sponsor a USTA Sanctioned Tournament
on Saturday and Sunday, March 9 and 10, starting at 9 a.m. each day.
There will be both male and female age divisions (ages 12-18) with prizes
awarded. For more information call Kenlake Tennis Center at 474-2211,
Ext. 2106, by Saturday, March 2.

a.

The Singles Organizational Society will have two special events on
Saturday, March 2. They will meet at 7:15 a.m. at at Murray-Calloway
Chamber of Commerce building or at Benton at 8 a.m, to go to Land
Between the Lakes to help with cleanup of the lakes. Each one should
wear protective gloves and shoes and bring a sack lunch. The LBL Association will provide drinks. At 7 p.m. Saturday the group will meet at
Chamber of Commerce building to carpool for an evening of countrywestern music and dancing at Camden, Tenn. This is a nonprofit support
and social group for all single adults whether always single, separated,
divorced or widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne, 753-0224, Mary, 1-527-0115, or Margaret, 1-247-2249.

Community...

(Cont'd from page 6)

Saturday, March 2

Saturday, March 2

Temple Hill Lodge No, 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7 p.m. at lodge hall.

Shoreline Hike at 8 a.m. at Fenton;
Deer Up Close!, Hawks and Owls
at 11:30 a.m., Red Wolves at 1
p.m., Eagles Up Close! at 2 p.m.,
Hike to Honker at 3 p.m. at Wood- -lands Nature Center; Planetarium
Show at 12 noon, 2 and 3 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center; Arbor
Day Celebration from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at
2 p.m. at Homeplace-1850.

Turkey Shoot wit! be at 1 p.m. at
American Legion Post 89 at Russwood Shores, Springville, Tenn.

DEAR OUTVOTED: Sometimes it's better to leave had
enough alone. In support of my
advice. I offer the following from
the California Newspaper Association. It is an example of a
typographical error in the classified section of a small-town
newspaper, and the subsequent
disastrous attempts to correct
it:
Monday "FOR SALE Jones has one sewing machine for
sale. Phone 948-0707 after 7 p.m.

is $2 for adults and free to children
under 12.

Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7:15 a.m. at Chamber
of Commerce to go to LBL to help
DEAR ABBY: Just between you with cleanup; and at 7 p.m. to carand me,what do you think ofthe new pool to Camden, Tenn. For infor4-cent postage stamp? .
mation call Pamela, 753-7638, or
HOWARD THE PHILATELIST Jeanne, 753-0224.
DEAR HOWARD:It looks like
the preamble to the Constitution
of the United States.
** *

Dear Abby's Cookhooklet is a
collection offavorite recipes — all tested,
tried and terrific! To order, sand a long,
business-size. self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.05 44.50
in Canada' to: Dear Abby, Cookbooklet.
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, Ill. 61054.
(Postage is included.'

Registration for Junior Jam for
high school juniors and their
parents will be from 9 to 10 a.m. in
Curds Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
Murray State University Baseball
Doubleheader will start at 12 noon
at Reagan 'Field.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes include Second Annual LBL

DEAR DR. GOTT My father complains of pain in his stomach, which he
thinks might be an ulcer. Since he
leads a stress-free life and we have always been told ulcers are related to
stress, we question this diagnosis Can
an ulcer be treated by our family doc-,tor, or should he see a specialist'
DEAR READER Although the
classic teaching has been that stress
causes ulcers, this dogma is not necessarily true Stressed People often
have cast-iron stomachs, and unstressed patients frequently develop
peptic ulcers The precise cause of ulcers is unknown
Some experts believe that an intestinal bacterial infection leads to the
condition, other authorities emphasize alternative causes for ulcers. For
example. aspirin and similar drugs.
such as medicine used for arthritis.
often produce ulcers_ This is a recognized, common complication of these
medications Excess use of alcohol

Four Rivers Music Friends will
meet at 2 p.m. in annex of Calloway County Public Library. All
interested persons are welcome and
for information call 753-6979.

can also lead to ulcers
If your father has recurring, burning abdominal pain that is relieved by
eating or taking antacids, he should be
checked for peptic ulcers An upper
GI series (special X-rays of the stomach and first part of the small intestine) will likely show an ulcer if one is
present In addition, ulcers can readily be seen during upper endoscopy.
when a specialist examines the stomach with a fiberoptic device
In your father's case, I would be
more influenced by the location and
nature of his pain than by his stressfree lifestyle A family doctor can diagnose and treat peptic ulcers Specialists are not necessary unless
endoscopy is required or the abdominal pain remains undiagnosed after
testing
I should add that many medical
conditions mimic peptic ulcer. These
include angina and heart attack, gallstones, acute inflammation of the
pancreas and aortic aneurysm (when
blood leaks from a stretched artery in

Murray Kiwanis Gun and Knife
Show will be from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Calloway County Middle
School.
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Chili luncheon will be served at
12 noon at Kirksey United Methodist Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 4 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For information
call 7594059 or 753-7663.
Narcotics Anonymous iill meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-0086 or 753-7046.
Murray State University Baseball
Doubleheader will start at 12 noon
at Reagan Field.

Ulcer not always linked to stress
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Sunday, March 3
World Day of Prayer Program,
sponsored by Church Women
United, will be at 2 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church. The public is
invited.

-Oa

connected. I have not been carrying
on with Mrs. Kelly:Until yesterday
she was my housekeeper. hut she
quit."

Temple Hill Lodge Will meet
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Saturday, March 2, at 7 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 464, east of
Almo. Odell Colson, master of the lodge, invites all Master Masons to
attend.
School lunch menus sponsored by Young-at-Heart.

Murray SOS plans two events

DEAR ABBY: Many years ago, and ask for Mrs. Kelly who lives with
you printed a very comical column him cheap."
about an editor who tried to correct
Tuesday ,"NOTICE We regret
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
a typographical error,and every time having erred in R.D. Jones' ad yeshe tried to correct it, he compounded terday. It should -have read: One p.m. at American Legion Building,
the error and ended up in far worse sewing machine for sale. Cheap. South Sixth and Maple Streets.
-trOuble than he started with. It was Phone 948-0707 and ask for Mrs
-a classified ad to sell a sewing ma- Kelly who lives with him after 7
Dance will-be from 8 p.m. to 12
chine. I have lost the Clipping. Will p.m." •
midnight
at Murray Moose Lodge.
you please try to find it and run it
Wednesday "NOTICE
R.D.
again?
¶Jones has informed us that he has
Main Street Youth Center at 205
•
BEFTIE EVANS IN GEORGIA 4-eceived several annoying telephone
valls because ofthe error we made in North Fourth Si will be open from
DEAR BETTIE:I found it.And- his classified ad yesterday. His ad 6 to 11 p.m. For information call
here it is:
stands correct as lows: FOR SALE 753-TEEN.
DEAR ABBY:MY mother recently -RD. -nines has one sewing mapassed away after a brief illness. In chine for sale. Cheap. Phone 948National Scouting-Museum will
the obituary published in our local 0707 p.m. and ask for Mrs_ Kelly who be open from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
newspaper. her age was given as 89. loves with him .'Thursday
".
, NOTICE:— I. RD. Tractor
Abby. my motherwas only 80,so
Pull will begin at 1 p.m.
it was .apparently a typographical Jones. have no sewing machine for
at
sale.
Kentucky
West
/
Livestock Show
smashed
it.
Don't
948call
error. Now this may not seem v
I
reraltTinwi..
Dr1177gli • I
was a very yarn and prideful Woman
who would never tell her age.
Because of this typographical
error in her obituary, everyone will
think she was nine years older than
she actually was. Should we aSk the
newspaper editor to publish a correction? I say'we should. The rest of
the family says tq skip it.
OUTVOTED IN OHIO

Murray Independent Support Staff(MISS) will meet Tuesday, March 5.
at 5:30 p.m. at Golden Corral Restaurant. All members are urged to
attend, a group spokesperson said.

„S
the—abdomen).

Your father should start with his
family doctor and accept a referral to
a specialist as needed. Because your
father may require expensive testing
and treatment. I am sending you a
free copy of my Health Report "Insuring Your Good Health." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $1 25 with their names and addresses to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland,
OH 44101-3369_ Be sure to mention
the title
© 1991 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Golden 100 will open at Murray
State University today.
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Thweatt
will be honored on 70th wedding
anniversary today at their home.
The family requests guests not
bring gifts.

Linda's

CUSTOM MADE DRESSES FOR
'Weddings 'Proms 'Pageants
Complete Lime Of
Specialty Fabric

PETER
GUTT, M.D.

TUXEDO RENTAL
Weddiag Invitations,
Veils, Headpieces, etc.
Tu.-S. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Children's
Fashions
Menus for the various lunchrooms in the county and city
schools for the week of March 4 to
have been released by Joanna
Adams and Margot McIntosh, food
service directors -for -Calloway
County and M.,:ra.• city Schools
respectively. The rnznus, subject to
occasional change. are as follows:

Lunch
Monday - crispy beef steak,
turkey club; Tuesday - lasagna, hot
ham and cheese: Wednesday chili crispito, corn dog; Thursday
- turkey and dressing; Friday - barbecue ribs, chicken filet sandwich.
Salad oar,. hamburger, cheeseburger, pizza, fruits, vegetables, deli
sandwiches, milk and fruit drinks
are available daily.

CALLOWAY COUNTY

MURRAY CITY

East, North, Southwest
Elementary breakfast
Breakfast Monday - waffles; Tuesday Monday - apple turnover; Tues- cinnamon toast; Wednesday - honday - ham and egg biscuit; Wed- ey bun; Thursday - sausage and
nesdav - applesauce ,muffin; biscuit; Friday - clonut. Juice or
Thursilav - biscuit and sausage fruit and milk are served each day.
gravy; Friday - cinnamon roll.
Robertson
Milk. juice. c'cea: and toast arc
Monday - hamburger, fish nugavailable daily.
gets; Tuesday - pizza, ribbette
Lunch
sandwich; Wednesday - spaghetti
Monday - grilied cheese .w/ and rolls, corn dog: Thursday vegetable soup. hot dog w/ hamburger, -grilled cheese: Friday
‘cgetable soup; Tuesday - fried —pizza, vegetable soup and cheese
chicken, hot ham and chcoe; Wed- and crackers. Choice of fruits, vegnesday - spaghetti w/meal sauce. etables and milk are available
deli turkey sandwich; Thursday - daily.
Mexican pizza, tuna salad sandCarter
wich: Friday - breakfast for lunch
Monday - cheeseburger, ham
- scrambled egg. sausage and bis- and cheese; Tuesday - pizza, ribetcuit, hamburger. Peanut butter/jelly te; Wednesday - meatloaf, chicken
sandwich, 'grilled cheese, fruits, fried steak; Thursday - corn dog.
vegetables. fries, desserts, milk and fish; Friday - chili, Chuckwagon.
fruit drink are available daily.
Choice of fruits, ve4etables and
_fa1Iqway
milk -are __avallabkj
Breakfast
Middle, High
Monday - sausage and biscuit;
Breakfast
Tuesday - scrambled egg, bacon
Monday - pancakes; Tuesday and toast; Wednesday - cinnamon sausage and biscuit; Wednesday raisin biscuit: Thursday - ham and blueberry coffee cake; Thursday egg biscuit; Friday - pancakes w/ bacon and eggs; Friday - Honey
Link sausage. Cereals, fruits, milk bun. Cereal, milk, fruit juice or
and variety of juices are available fruit are available daily.
.,
daily.
Murray Middle
•
Lunch
Monday - burritoes, submarine
Monday - pizza. chicken filet sandwich; Tuesday - spaghetti,
sandwich, hot dog ,bar; Tuesday - ham and cheese sandwich; Wedfried children, cheeseburger, potato nesday - chicken nuggets. Manbar; Wednesday - vegetable soup , wich sandwich; Thursday - chili,
w/grilied cheese, vegetable soup w/ turkey sandwich; Friday - breakhot dog. taco bar; Thursday - cat- fast for lunch, chicken and fried
fish strips, turkey club, salad bar; steak. French fries, pizza, choice of
Friday - lasagna, Philly beef and fruits and vegetables, milk and fruit
Swiss. pasta bar. Fruits, vegetables, drinks are available daily.
Murray High
fries, milk and fruit drinks are
Monday - Hoagie sandwich,
available daily.
cnchilladas; Tuesday - bacon
Calloway High
cheeseburger, Sloppy Joe; WedBreakfast
Monday - sausage and biscuit; nesday - chicken fried steak, hot
Tuesday - scrambled cgg, bacon, dog; Thursday - submarine, salad
toast; Wednesday - deli ham and bar; Friday - fish sandwich, peanut
cheese; Thursday - biscuit w/ butter sandwich. Pizza, hambursausage gravy; Friday - steak on gers, French fries, baked potatoes,
biscuit. Breakfast bar, cereal, fruit, nachos, soft bread pretzels, choice
donuts, juice and milk arc available of fruits and vegetables, milk and
fruit drinks are available daily.
daily.

753-0005
408 South 12th Street
(Hwy. 641) Murray, Ky.
Sizes Infant thru 11

]

Weddings & Things

DR. GOTT

C.

6 a.m.-10

p.m
Daily
L'
ilie5faultrit
)2th & Sycamore

Cabrn

WeNWant To Be
Your Place!

*Big Breakfast Special - Everyday $1.85
*Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat. & Sun.
*Weekday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95
*Big Sunday Noon Buffet w/Salad Bar - $3.95

247-5665
, ,Hwy. 641 Puryear I,.

753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available.
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Murray-Calloway County
Devotional Page
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This page is made possible by these firms who encourage
all of us to attend worship sorvices.

Church Directory
MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and, Welding
I 506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071
•*••
IOW

Ale

RUTHIE'S
IG1
.1 .UN
9 IVERSITY GULF

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
753-2411

CHARLIE'S

MookieCrad

- -DISCOUNT PHARMACY

- SA

"Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE"
Charlie Adams, Pharmacist
753-4175
eisecloie At Whiteeil (Atoms From Ledger Times)

i cnestJC
Pe
nn
ey
,u,

1

His Shopping Ctr. —

759-'400

Carroll
Tire Inc...ü
-53•14C; • tt:5 Pogue ,lust behind Toyota ot Hurray)

7

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop
Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.,

•Certified

Rt. 1. Murray

CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER,
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD
MERCURY
LINCOLN

GIED

753 5273

‘:

4 ONIII.INIENTs OF

I

TAYLOR SEED CO.
I.), nn.(iro% t• Road
75:5-5712
Compliments Of

I

•Belcher Oil Co.

1

403 L.P. Miller Rd.

/11ARTHA'S

1

RESTAURANT

I

ii,4% (.41 \

-759-16.4K

HOLLAND DRUGS

Square • Downtown Murray
Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

EaStSide Court
1 5'•

753-1462

, Full

Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

Morning
9 am
Evening
6 p re
Wednesday
7-00 pm
10amA
orsh
l

-- -..--"'S pm
/ P-ra ,

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 OS a m M arng
ur Worship - IT 00 am
coLDAATER
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
I.:yen/nit Servos,,
6 00 p m
0)1_1)% ATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday school
9 48 a m
Morning Services • 11 .0D•m
EYening Services
6 oopm
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv
6 30 p M
Sunday School
10 00•131
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Sunday Night
• 6 00 p m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00•;m
Evening Viorship
6 46 p m
. EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning *0151519
11 00 a m
Horning Worship
6 30 p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning -Worstttp - •11 00- a m
Horning Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 a F"& 7 pm
....alsween-nesdning----0 8-01CP M
FLINT BAPTIST
;lumpy School
10 010 a m
Morning Worship
ii 00 a in
,
,rning Worship
6 45 pm
GRACE BAPTIST
senday Schoo,
9 45 am
Morning Worship
10 45 am
Singing Eye Worship 6 00 p m

CATIIOLIC
ST HENRY S
CATHOLIC CH1-RCH
•
Saturday .
, 5 00 p in
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Masses .6 eo p Fr. Sett
6 00 a m Sunday
II a)a m Stin
.....eLta
.

I:EISEMAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Sunday School
910 am.
Woratitp
10:45 a.m...
MURA.AY CHRISTIAN
FELLOASHIP
Worship
10 30 a m
Bible School
9 30. m
Evening Service
6 009 m

SCIENCE
SORT
S'S
1634 Main St., Murray

CIIMITIMI

Sunday
• • 4430
Sunday School
10 30
2nd Wed.
•
730
RR 2nd Wed.
1200-300

=NMIOF CNINST

•

INDIIPENIIIIIIT
•

AGAPE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP.
•
Sunday Schon,
10 • ir
Sunday Service
11 a Tr
Wednesday Service
7 pm
759-3062

cl: ..- A •
Sunday S. r •
Morwing Ii• '-'
I:verang IA y•.' ;
ewria. A '-,
de

PENTECOSTAL
Suria.
.t •

,

753-6168

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

WM8111111111
,0

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

-

753-5142

DISCOUNT PHARMACY
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCR
IPTION SERVICE
Roy McKendree-Pharmactst
Olympic Plaza

753-2380

)ntucicy Fried Chicken
Jack Mars

II - Franchisee

205

N

12th

Call In

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT

Mirrray Ledger & Times

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

"For God so loved the world that he sent
his only begotten son that whoever
believeth in him should not perish but
have eternal life"
John 3:16

PIZAI

-Hut.

Murray
753-4612

3

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Che'striut • 759-4646

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

For unto you this day
is born a savior which
is Christ the Lord

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling • Arca
de • Pro Shop

Les & Pat Parrish — Owners

1415 W. Main

Bel Air
('enter

507 N

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

408 N 4th

753-2202

The 0
contest
unteer!
ject. V
Place,
(ions.'
were:
and Se
the M;
-Fenton

CABLE

visieN

753-505

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
-funeral 7(anie
K%.

sack It
1,BL A
(502) '

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
NC001.
,
J,QAdD

1401 South 16th Street - P 0 Box 165
MURRAY.•KENTUCKY p2071
LOWELPIK BECK
(502)753 1304

megir'MURRAY GULF
FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-91f4

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10.30 a m
Serving Lpnch
10 am 11 pm
Midnight on Weekends

Arbls

Hazel
492-8758
-

SIRLOINIR
STOCKABEe

753 5312

753-6779

Chevron

Orders 753-7101

'Therefore ifany man is in Christ,
he is a new creature; the old
things passed away; behold, new
things have come."
2 Corinthians 5:17

FUNE1.A.1, gOntS

,.-

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

The '
be ohse
ist at 8
lrevath.
preachei
'and lir
Johnson

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.

J111101FAIII
. 'II

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

Blessed are the
poor in spirit

ROY'S

"We Do thicken Right"

•

. - A:70 s R Y. TEND-LP.
Sunclay s. res.;
in /4. A r•

401 Olive

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

_four Only Full Service
Chevron Station
Calvin Clark — Owner
1417 Main
753 2593

Attend The Church
Of Your Choice
759-4796

QUICKPRINT
of murray

1.
2.
it
3.
do
4.
to

South side
Shopping
Center

5-

"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs
-

6.
ge
7.

Jesus saith unto him, "I am the
way, the truth, and the life.. no
man cometh unto ,the Father,.
but by vnze."
John 14:6

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabers, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054
489-2126

piggiy wiggly
OPEN MCK-FR. 24 HOURS A DAY; SAT. 1 SUN 7 A.11410tIGHT HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

Shell

Serving Western Kentucky
And Western Tennessee

Shell

641 SUPER SHELL
Open 6:30 a.m.-Close 10:00 p.m. if*4410
Sunday Open 7:00 a.m.-Close 9:012 p.m.
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"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may .see your good works, and glorify
your Father which is in heaven."
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Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
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Speakers, music and activities for Sunday released by chur
ches

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, March 3,
as follows:
First Christian
Dr. David C. Roos, pastor, will
speak about "Peace As Shalom"
with scripture from Isaiah 9:2-7
and Matthew 10:34-39 at 10:45
a.m. service. The Chancel Choir
with Lee Kern as director will sing.
Assisting will be Bailey Gore, Barbara Pursley, Frank and Verna
Roberts, Bob Boeschel, Scott Marvin, Terri Benton, Jim Boone,
Helen Campbell, Jo Crass, Raylene
Gage)', Hester Gray, Ron Gray and
Judy Lyle.
First Baptist
Dr. Greg Eirwood, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. His morning topic will be
"Journey to Jerusalem" with scripture from Luke 9:18-22; 51-62.
Paul Dailey will be deacon of the
week. Steve Littlefield and Keith
Inman will direct the 'music with
Richard Jones and Tamara Outland
as accompanists. Special -music at
morning hour will be by Adult
Handbells with Linda Stalls playing oboe, and by Maureen Mahoney, soloist. At evening hour, the
Sanctuary Choir will sing and Mr.
Inman will sing a solo.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about "Radical Trust" with scripture from
Psalms 138:12 at 10:45 a.m. service. -Laura Buhlig will sing a solo.
Assisting will be Pete and Marion
O'Rourke and . Corkey Broughton.
St. John's Episcopal
The Third Sunday in Lent will
be observed with the Holy Eucharist at 8 and 10:30 a.m.- Fr. Andre
1 revathan will be celebrant and
preacher. Assisting will be Nancy
and 'Jim Schempp and Dennis
Johnson.
Eastwood Baptist
Roger ,Mullins will speak at 11
a.m. service with special music by
Mullins Singers. Dr. Lynn Mayall,

pastor, will speak at 6 p.m. service
with Rosetta Todd as soloist and
• Pam Treas. Cheryl,Holsapple and
Brenda Luther singing a trio. Greg
Mayall will direct the music with
April Mack and Susan Reynolds as
accompanists. Assisting will be the
Rev. Steve Todd, the Rev. Randolph Allen, Rick Beam, Brent
Evans, Calvin Todd,, Max Dowdy,
John Brittain, Anthony Manning,
Bob Tanner, David Lee and
Michael Cutini.
Glendale Road
Church of Christ
John Dale, minister, will speak
about "A Great Door For Effective
Work" with scripture from I Corinthians 16:7-9 at 9 a.m. service
and about "Because You've
Asked" with scripture from I Peter
3:15 at ._6 p.m. service. Assisting
will be Jerry Bolls, Randy Young,
Keith Farley, lames 0. Lamb, Larry Pea, Ron McNutt, Robert
McDougal, James Lee Harmon, B.
Steve Simmons, Jamie Potts, Bill
Looney, Joe Thornton, Cletus Colson, Joel Fisher, Bill Nix and John
P. Nix.
West Fork Baptist The Rev. Lawson Williamson,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Music will be
directed by Alvin Usrey with Brenda Wyatt and Janet Arnold as
accompanists. Andrea Nesbitt will
sing at morning hour. The Children's Choir,• Susan Thurman and
Lisa Arnold will siig at evening
hour. Jack Norsworthy will be deacon of week.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Bob Haley, minister, will speak
at 9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Assisting will be Ike Allbritten,
Paul Garrison, Shea Sykes, Sam
Henry, Kenneth Geurin,•Cary Alexander, Jimmy Stabler, Chad Stubblefield, Charles Stubblefield and
Rudy Brawner,
• Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
speak about "The Lord's House"

with scripture from II Chronicles 7
at 10:30 a.m. .service and about
"The Doctrine of Missions" with
scripture from Matthew 9:35-38 at
6 p.m. service. Ronnie Walker will
assist. Tommy Scott will direct the
music with Patsy Neale and Susie
Scott as accompanists. Sherma
Scott will play a piano offertory
.and the Adult Choir will sing with
Tommy Scott and Pat Bailey as
soloists.
First United Methodist
The Rev. Nowell Bingham, pastor, will speak about "The Food
and Drink Which Satisfies" with
scripture from John 6:25-30 at 8:30
and 10:50 a.m. service. Holy Communion will be at both services.
Acolytes will be Morgan Blankenship and Angie Fitch. The Chahcel
Choir with Kim Black as directeor
and Joan Bowker as organist will
sing at 10:50. Mrs. Black will sing a solo at both services:
Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
services. Music will be directed by
Donald Smith with Glenda Rowlett
and Teresa Suiter as accompanists.
Special music will be by Melissa
Moore, Sherida Gentry and Donald
Smith.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James T. Garland, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
p.m-. services. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida White
and Roger Hutson .as accompanists.
The Choir- will sing at morning
hour. Frank Turner will be deacon
of the week.
South Pleasant Gme
United Methodist
The Rev, Jim Afford, pastor. will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. His morning topic will be "A
Good Purging" with scripture from
Matthew 5:8. Holy Communion
will be at morning hour. Truman,
Whitfield will direct the music with
Kathy Erwin and Tommy Gaines as
accompanists. The Choir and the
Youth Ensemble will sing. Assisting will be Darrel and Diane Clark,

LBL Cleanup set

Tanny Barnes, Gary Cooper, Jimmy Osborne and Kenny Erwin.
Grace Baptist
The Rev. Robert Johnson, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. at 6 p.m.
services. His morning topic will be
"Woman, Behold Thy Son" with
scripture from John 19:25-27.
Nobel Bray will be deacon of the
week. Kevin Rudicil will direct the
music with Dwane Jones and Susan
Jones as accompanists.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain,'pastor,
will present a lesson on "Exploring
Our Strengths and Weaknesses" in
the 10 a.m. preaching/teaching session. Evangelistic service will
begin at 6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
will speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7
p.m. services. Assisting will be
Mike Farmer, minister of education
and youth, Bruce Thomas, deacon
of the week, and Vonda Gibson for
WMU. Curt Simmons, minister of
music, will direct the music with
Janet Finch and Tonya Simmons as
accompanists. Carolyn Winchester
will sing at morning hour ANL Jean
Sehweigert at evening hour.
University
Church of Christ
Charley Bazzell, minister, will
speak about "Good News'Partners"
with scripture from Phil. 1:1-11 at
10 a.m. service and about "A Servant Church" at 6 p.m. service.
Assisting will be Ernie Bailey, Jim
Lawson,- Bill Boyd, Kim Wallis,
Hampton Brfooks, Joey Baize'',
Chris Hays, Jeff Dunman, Tommy
Reid, Tim Erwin, Larry Lilly, Travis Hammack, Jim Feltner, George
Wilson and Larry Painter.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. and 8 p.m.
Sunday with Fr. Larry McBride as
minister. Assisting will be Nathan
Reed, Chris Paradise, Victor
Fromm, Al Paluch, Linda Shepard,
Mary Gertzen, Al Gay, Louis
Charette, Matthew Pate, Jane
Blankenship, Larry Wheeler, Mike

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
By H.C. CHILES

The Carter School 4th Grade Science classes participated in a poster
contest sponsored by the LBL Association, LBL, and community volunteers to promote the March 2 -Shoreline Hike" lake clean-up project. Winners in Mrs. Faye Beyer's class are (pictured L-R): First
Place, Robyn Myhill; Second Place, Charity Keesee; Honorary Mentions, Tatiana Bartolucci, Kari Hart and Coly Wallace. Not pictured
were: First Place Winners, Gretchen Klaus and Cassandra McNutt;
and Second Place Winner, Markese Foster. Volunteers are needed for
the March 2 lake clean-up. Registration will begin at 8 a.m. at the
-Fenton Lake- Attess-Area-in Am dr a. The irtke---liitt last from8:30-noon. All volunteers should bring protective shoes, gloves, and a
sack lunch. A picnic and special activities will begin at 12:30 p.m. The
LBL Association will provide the drinks. For more information, call
(502) 924-5897 or (502) 759-9309. You can make a difference.

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK
By James H. Cain

1. It is easier to fight for one's principles than to live up to them.
2. Statistics indicate that the average family can use more money than
it is getting and usually does.
3. A pastor confides: "It is amazing the number of things I can get
done. If I: don't do anything: else."
4. God is big enough to keep you from falling - if you're small enough
to let hint'
5. Experience: What you've got when you're too old to get a job.
6. There is a close connection between getting-up-in-the- world and
getting up in the morning.
7. The trouble with being a leader today is that you can't be sure
whether the people are following you or chasing you.

the personal likes or dislikes of selfish
and egotistic individuals who crave
recognition and think this is the best
way to acquire it Such individuals
demonstrate and publicize their unlikeness to Christ
Knowing that there was not any
saving efficacy in baptism, Paul did
not make the mistake that some have
made, namely, overstating its potency. Paul set a noble example in
proclaiming the Gospel in all its purity
and power. We must never minimize
the importance of this glorious Gospel.
I Corinthians 3: 1-9
Corinth was strategically located
on the shores of the Mediterranean
Sea, where the Sea-going traffic
passed. In Paul's day this great and
wealthy city was as renowned for its
commerce and culture as it was
notorious for its vice and licentious-

Interpersonal Relations
By H.C.
I Corinthians 1: 10-17
Frankly, tactfully, and Aisely Paul
dealt with a matter concerrAg which
he had received accurate information
from' the household of Chloe, with
reference to the prevailing condition
in the church in Corinth. He did not
deal with rumors, but with facts about
which there were not any doubts. It
was sad but true that contations,
wrartgling, strife, divisions, and
schisms were rampant in the church of
Corinth. When these conditions prevail in any church,Satan is always the
cause of them. He is merely-working
through the participants.
In the church at Corinth, there were
at least four factions or groups who
were divided over preachers. The
Paulites constituted one group.
Another group went into ecstasies
!••

them spellbound with his Oratory.,
Another faction rallied around Simon:
Peter. Still another party refused to
follow either of these men and loudly
professed their attachment to Christ
alone, thinking they were more holy
than all others.
Paul rebuked all these factions. He
ridiculed the idea of their undue
exaltation of him. Paul reminded the
Corinthians that Christ was the one
who had been crucified for them
therefore He was the only rightful eezx
for them to worship and serve. Fellowship with and obedience to Christ
is the secret of a radiant personality, a
basic element in ascertaining the will
of God,the secret of effective service.
and the secret to the overcoming life.
We must ever be on guard against
those who would cause strife and
divisions in a church. Most frequently
divisions in churches center around

In the church of Corinth, there was
a lamentable lack of Christian growth.
In-writing to the members of this
church, Paul bemoaned the fact that
they were carnal and not spiritual.
Their spiritual growth had been arrested because they were fleshly.
When their flesh lusted against the
Spirit, they permitted the former to
gain control. Consequently, they remained spiritual babes. Inasmuch as
they had not recieved any spiritual
nourishment stronger than milk, they
were weak. Milk is a wonderful food,
but mature people need solid foot—
Christians are highly honored in
being God's fellow workers. God
furnishes the soil, the seed, the showers, and the sunshine, but He expects
us to do the cultivating. He will not do
for us the things which we can do for
ourselves, but He will do everything
for us that we cannot do.for ourselves.
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12th & Sycamore

FREE SLICE OF HOMEMADE PIE
WITH ANY DINNER OR STEAK
AFTER 4 P.M.

Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru March 11
753-8080 - Pvt. Party Room Available

"A New Beginning"
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
**************** k**** *w***

We extend to everyone a special
invitation

Sunday, March 3rd
when we begin our services and:
Ministry at sour new location

300 South Johnny Robertson Rd.
• CSunday/School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Wednesday Evening

r—
r—

•

I I NDERWOOD
w APPLIANCE 759-1505
WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES

r-

Pastor - Glynn AT. Orr.
***************

*********

Called To Make A,Difference

Bi-State Grain
and
Northrup King
invite you to

"GOOD NEIGHBOR SEED DAY"
Bi-State Grain, Puryear, TN
*Come by and meet your Northrup Kingz
district sales manager Johnny Bruff
*Buy or book your spring planting
seed corn
*Good Cash Discounts Available

Refreshment. * Register for Door Prizes
Drawing at 2 p.m. - Need not be present to win
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Village Shopping Center

Have we got a
deal for you...

Saturday, March 2nd
10 1.m. to 2 p.m.

J
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East Main St. 753-4461

Daily

ce

0
-41(

Daily & Weekly
Rates

Cair
,. e,5•fraultrv.n

Now Available

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

Auto Rental

_ a.m.-10 p.m

• WE NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APPLIANCES •
(t)
L

Ferguson Springs Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. Roy Skinner will direct
the music with Vivian Stom as
accompanist. .Growth Campaign
will continue with each one in
morning service to receive a white
ribbon.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Stanley Duncan and Mary Conner will
direct the music with Faye Childress as pianist.
Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 9 a.m. service
with Donald Williams as song
leader and Dean Stephenson as
pianist.
Temple Hill
United Methodist
I tie Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 10 a.m. service
with Janna Hopkins as music
director.
New Mt.'Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m services.
Independence
United Methodist
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with Richard Dowdy as song leader
and Patricia Lassiter ,as pianist.
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ASK ME ABOUT

Stepto, Cindy Clemson, 'Dame
Charette, Ray Charette, Matt
Westphal, Chris Woods, Frances
Ross, Fred Sarile, Ron Baker,
Eldon Heathcott, David Heathcott,
Don Burke, Terry Burke, Ron
Westphal, Marcia Westphal and
Anne Gorrell.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. 5usan AllsopAtkinson,' pasto-r, will speak at 11
a.m. service with Betty Lawrence
as lay assistant. Acolytes will be
Rachel Hutson and Lora Sexton.
Tina Sexton will direct Children's
Church. The Choir, directed by
Robbie Cochrum, will sing with
Donna Parker and Pat" Brunn as
accompanists. Shelby Suiter will
assist.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services. His morning topic will be
"How Can We Celebrate. When
Suffering Is At the Door?" with
scripture from Luke 22:15. Holy
Communion will be at morning
hour. Ron Pace will direct the music with Clarice Norswothy and
Janice Hays as accompanists.
Assisting will be Laurie Witte and
Doris Ezell.
Christian Science
Services will be at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each.: second
Wednesday.
New Life
Christian Center
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor,
will teach the adult Sunday School
lesson at 9:45 a.m. The Rev. Karen
Welch and Tony Powell will lead
praise at, 11 a.m. service.
Coldwater United Methodist
Dr. Robert Farless, interim pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. service
with.Rex Minh as song leader and
Jimmy Wilson as pianist.
Murray Church of God
Dale Robinson, pastor, .will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
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Wierray Ledger & Times

Jones leads All-OVC team
Coble picked for first five
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Murray State standout junior
Ronald "Pop*" Jones, the 1990
Ohio Valley Conference Player of
the Year, heads the 1991 All-OVC
team announced this morning.
The 1991 OVC Player of the
Year award will be announced next
week, and Jones • is the favorite to
win his second straight honor.
Jones, a 6-8 -center, led the Racers to their fourth -straight OVC
crown, scoring 20.7 points with
14.3 rebounds per contest to lead
the Racers to a 22-8. regular season
mark and a 10-2 league record.
He was joined on the first team
by 6-3senior Racer teammate Greg
Coble. who averaged 13.4 points a
-contest during the season. 16 per
game in league play. He also led
the leage,_ in free throw shooting.
Rounding out the first team was
Tommy Brown, a 6-7 senior from
Austin Peay; Warren Kidd, a 6-9
junior from Middle Tennessee; and
Morehead's Rod Mitchell, a 6-10

9

senior.
Two Racers were honored as
second -team performers. Guards
Frank Allen and Paul King were
joined by Aric Sinclair of Eastern
Kentucky, Van Usher of Tennessee
Tech. Donald Tivis of Austin Peay
and LaMon4 Ware of Austin Peay.
The team fatured six members due .
to a tic between King and Tivis.
Honorable me,ntion picks
included Jamie Ross of Eastern
Kentucky, Chris Ingram of Middle
Tennessee and .1.1. Eubanks and
Kevin Howard of Tennessee State.
On the women's - side, Murray
;had three players honored. Michelle Wenning, a 6-2 senior center.
was a second-team pick. Tawnya
Pierce: a 6-0 senior forward, .was
an honorable mention selection
while Murray native Jennifer Parker, a 5-7 freshman. was named to
the all-freshman team.
Tennessee Tech's. Angela
Mooithead highlighted the AllOVC women's first team. She was
joined by teammate Renay Adams.
(Cont'd on page 11)

Nelson Ratings
by John Nelson
Associated Press sports writer

murray State basketball coach Steve Newton
with a limited edition OVC Championship hat presents Ledger and Times business manager Alice Rouse
while (left to right)•Chuck Ward, Tim Simmons and
%ard look on. The hats are available in child
Joette
and adult sizes and a %isor style, are $10 each and
proceeds
benefit the new regional special events center. A
special limited edition hat, autographed by Newton
, is
$25. The limited edition hats are on sale at Peoples
Thurman and McNutt Insurance; the autographed Bank, Bank of Murray, Jr. Food Mart, and Purdomversion is a%ailable at the Chamber of Comme
office.
rce

Old foes to meet again in 4th District finals

By DANIEL T. PARKER

distric, all year lon.0 Wall said."It's going to be close. Murray High has a real finebasketball team, and we feel like
we
do, too.A free throw with no time left on the clock..: a second-half
Miller notes how well the Lakers have been getting the ball
comeback by a star and a team.-.7 - and here we are again, with inside to 6-7 center David Hart; Wall counter
s by praising the
old rivals Murray High and CallowaN County meeting in Tigers' defensive pressure.
tonight's championship game of the -Fourth District boys'
Wall can claim -a 69-60 win over the Tigers at Murray State
tournament at Calloway's Jeffrey Gymnasium.
University in December. Miller can reflect upon beating the
The classic matchup between the two riva1s will take place Lakers 67-57 in January
also at MSU.
after Calloway's Lady Lakers meet the Marshall County Lady
The
Tigers
are
seeking to defend their Fourth District
MarshalS-in the girls title game at 6 p.m. Marshall, the tenCalloway wants 'revenge for last sears 49-44 loss in the title;
time defending regional champion. is a prohibitive favorite
district champion
game. Murray .High wants to live up to its
going into the contest. Only an upset of major proportions
preseason
ling as one of the'top teams in the region; the
wilt send thelady Lakers into the First Region tournament
as Lakers
ember
being placed at the bottom of the preseason
district champions.
distf
ic
ranking
s.
Ah. but who's going to win the boss' game?
So who's going to win? Whoever is on top of their game.
"Don't know, should be a good game.- said Murray's Cary
tiller and Wall each said — and both teams should be operNtiller somewhat laconically.
ating with full confidence.
"Tell them to spend 53 and come up -here and find out."The pressure- is off of both teams," Wall said. referring to
advised Callow4 head coach Russ Wall.
the fact that each gains entry into the regional brackets
Take Wall's advice. Tonight's contest should be a_gem of a' regardle
ss of the -outcome. "So it should be a 'well-played
nigh school basketball game. "It should be real typical of this game."
Murray Ledger & Tirnee Sports Editor

'Murray moundsman mended
Grogan,'Breds hit the 'comeback trail'

"The most important thing about this tournament is
winning the first game," Miller agreed. "The key is to
get to the
finals.., we're happy to be here; Um sure
they are, too.Neither coach was willing to step into the others'
shoes by
predicting what kind of game their opponents would
play. but
they did reveal their own "secrets—Or success
.
"Everybody knows we like to get up and down
the
that's our style," Miller said. "But there have been floor:
.a lot- of
times we've had to play the other way. ux), and
we've had
some success with it."
_
,
Calloway prefers "the other 'way," Wall admitte
d.
"I don't think it's any secret that we like ball control,
- he
said. "We want to run our offenSes and get good shots
out of
them — but if we get the chance. for a runout and
an easy
basket, we'll take that, too."
Tempo won't be as crucial to either team as execution
will
be. "As long as you play in the rhythm you want to
play in.
and play in'control," Miller said. "That's more importa
nt than
the score.Calloway will have the home-court advantage. and
_both
coaches agreed it will be of some good to the Lakers.
'wouldn't trade it to play at Murray' tonight." Wall Said. "I
"It's
definitely' an advantage: that's why we rotate it around:
"

Recent results prove OVC
tourney too difficult to call
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Asst. Sports Editor

Stall . Report
Murray State Sports InformationGreg Allen

The comeback trail begins this weekend for Murray native R....
• gan. the Murray State Thoroughbred senior -hurler who was side..n.;,
.;
. _
of last /season._
- After weeks of hard work in the offseason — both on and off the
field
--- Grogan and the Murray State Thoroughtfreds begin :he :991basehall
season.Saturday )noon) and. Sunday -l:12:30.1 against Saint Louis Uni.sers
iy and Arkansas State at NISL-s-Reagan Field.
Grogan. who won eight games for the 'Breds as a junior, was hit
the
nead by a line drive last year while pilehing batting practice
..
While :: was first f
•
en/)4 due to the accident. he *as quickly back 41I work maintaining his
kN
ARKANSAS STATE
pitching arm while Sidelined, and a successful appeals process with
3
SANT LOUIS
the
NCAA over the winter resored Grogan's senior season of eligibili
ARKANSAS STATE
ts. 8
a Hawai,
After posting a 16-25 overall record hut a mere 2-11 mark in the Oh:o 9
x Hawaii
Valley Conference, the 'Breds are looking for Much, irr.prosernent.
aT Hawa,
and
'‘" a: Hatva Pac,'c
Grogan's return is seen as a positive .sign.
'3
Hawa, Pac•id ;OH;
•2
."We are enthusiastic about the '91 season.- primarily hecaeser we.
• Mernans Stara
2•7:.
a' Oie Miss
we will be strong in the pitching department and
on def.:nye.- MY" cc.ach
MOREHEAD STATE'
24
Johnny Reagan said.
MOREHEAD STATE'
?5
•
NE ILLINOIS
Junior Kirk Reuter led :he team in wins and
last y "er and 26
NE I&LINGIS
',sill be looked upon for leadership and experience rani, year
28
SW MISSUCR , ST
2•2
a: Ten, Tech* .0)-4
The defense Reagan depends upon is keyed by thL:
3:
Tehr Teci-•
by Schoen from second base to third. Schoen batted .27,:est- year
and
APRIL
,
moves to the hot corner while_ Eric Greaser, '.4.!-,E)
2
14,: year.
Antansas Sze
•••
appears the leading candidate to man second baSe.
Antansas Sale
TENNESSEE MARTIN
At-shortstop is Shane Witzel, who hit .285 in lted action
TENNESSEE STATE' 'OH
1990.
Junior Jason Haner and sophomore - Day- Myhand. a Marshal
TENNESSEE STATE-"
l County 9
a• A.aoarna
native. wl1 share time at first base. Last season's regular. Ricky
a• A ata-a
Chism,
wfto suffered . an off-season—ankle inj'ery.
C UMBE PLANO UM v
'6
SEMG
For offense.-sophomore Jason Sammons. another NI,Jray High
product, '6
SEMO
.7
returns as last years's leading hitter with a .333 average. Sammo
a' 7er-essee Ma••
ns will
•As' Peay' OH
probably replace .All-OVC and Seattle Mariner signee Willie Wilder
Aus• Peay'
in 2'
22
center field.
MEMPHIS STATE
25
SiUGARBONDALE
Senior Danny Alfeldt _batted .329 last year and returns to left
27
Eas-ern KentJc.v• JOH
field, 28
where he played his freshman year. Also helping out with the hitting
a: [aver- titer•uceiy'
will
be junior college transfer Jamie Rader. who is sCheduled for right field.
MAY
A
second-team All-America last year, Rader posted a' .375 batting
• SIU Cait,ondae
average 4
0.4ro0a
TENN ST • fDHi
while driving in 47 runs. at Three Rivers.
MIDDLE TENN ST •
After this weekend, the 'Breds will be in the HAVaitan Islands March
'—OVC ;a-s
8-13 for games with _the University of Hawaii and Hawaii -Pacific
Home ga-es
a caps
.

A coin flip decided two of the- Pairings for this weekend's Opening
round of the Ohio Valley Conference tournament, and in trying
to projett
"Having spent_ five years at
the outcome of the three games, that coin could come in handy.
ESPN. I got used to that daily outThe three winners will advance to the semifinals along with the Murray
let, where you could be responsive
State Racers, who will host the tournament beginning Wednes
day night,
to events and situations as they
With the final set for 6:30 p.m. Thursday. The winner gets
the league's
happen," Gardner said. "That was
automatic NCAA Tournament bid. luxury that you don't have on the
a
In the opening round Saturday, No:2 Eastern Kentucky will host
No. 7
ovcrrair networks."
Tennessee State, No, 3 Tennessee Tech Will host No. 6 Morehead
State
But, she-said, "in order to make
and No. 4 Austin Peay will host No. 5 Middle Tennessee.
,
Update
something more ,than just a
Tech, Peay and Middle all finished the scaon tied at 6-6 in league
play_
e-hI4er--hece- and there-there has__ech and Puy_ !Eel fr9. • • s,
• s. and the Golden Eagles
been a-real intent to carve out some
won the coin flip with Peay.
time for us."
"It's going- to be difficult to plan on an opponent, slue to the
fact that
Update was the brainchild of
all the teams have been playing well late in the- season,- Racer
coact
NBC
executive producer Terry ,
Steve Newton said. "Everyone now is in the second season. where
upsets
O'Neil. who tried unsuccessfully to
are the name of the game."
get similar shows going at the other
The Racers will play the lowest surviving seed in one semifinal,
while
two
networks. It made its debut on
the other two winners will play in the other semifinal. Murray
is looking
Jan. 20, 1990, and is scheduled
for its second straight NCAA berth, and its third trip in four
years.
every Saturday and Sunday.
Eastern Kentucky is the only clear cut favorite 'among the three.
EKU
Normally, it is interwoven
finished the year at 9-3 in OVC play. one game behind the Racers.
After
among events, but it has cut into
losing ..iwo straight to Murray and Austin Peas:, the Chlonets closed'
the
college football and basketball
season winning three straight league games.
.
games for special reports on such
Even though EKU is the favorite, as TSU finished the year at 5-22 and
stories-as the North Carolina State
1-11 in league play, the Tigers do have Icague-leading_scorer J.J. Eubanks
basketball scandal and the Mike
and enough athletes to cause the Colonels trouble. They were just fourTyson-Buster Douglas controversy.
point losers in Richmond last Saturday.
Update costs an average of
The other two first round games are tossups. Tech won a coin clip with
535,00
0 per episode to produce,
Austin Peay for the No. 3 seed, but that has been the lone victory
for the
and it doesn't make money on its
Golden Eagles since Feb. 9. Tech has lost five _straight. including an
own. So, it was in trouble until
87-86 decision in ovehime 'to Morehead.
Prudential assumed title sponsorMorehead closed the year winning two straight. and both Techship last October, making it "NBC
Morehead matchups this season ended in overtirne. The contest could
be
Prudential Sports Update."
decided by offense, as Tech is the top scoring team in the league. while
Bob Costas was the anchor of
Morehead is the worst scoring club.
many of the early episodes, but in
Austin Peay will host Middle Tennessee, despite a Blue Raider win
the past four months. Gardner has
Monday in Clarksville. The Govornors are 15-13, but won four straight
assume
d the role. That's good news
before closing the season with a 94-90 loss to Middle. Middle, at 19-8,
for viewers who are getting a little
clicked off seven in a row in one stretch before -losing -to Eastern and
tired of- the ubiquitous Costas and
Murray.
his increasing self-importance.
(Coned on page Ii)
Diamond sees Update is a combination of news, features and
"intelligent and entertaining
prdgramming."
Thespisode on Feb. 9, for examway.
ple, contained interviews with
surges to start each hat as Inc No S Indana
"We could beat them if we had Hoos ens (24-4. t23; won 62-56 at MichigaLawrence Taylor on his tire-iron
state
10 6)
.
our best night," Southeastern .No 7(17-9.
confrontation with a Honolulu cab
Anzona 124-5. 12-3) clinched a tie for
coach Don Wilson said. "This is a the Pacdc-10 charrponshp rim 4.'03 65 'Out
driver; Charles Barkley on being
at -Oregon State as CFA9 Mills t&oeo 20 points
good bunch (4.guys and I like com- and
ordered by the NBA to play in the
Brian Whams and Sean Rooks each
added 16
ing here to play."
all-star game despite a sprained
.w,uie Benjamin scored 16 points and 'ad an
ankle; and figure skater Jill Ire•8 0 burs in the second half as host No 1 1
New Mexico State 122-4, 14-3 Bp West) pulled
nary' on her ankle injury. Gardner
FULL-COURT PRESS
away to a 67-60 win aver pacific (13-13 g.e)
.Coach Dean Smith celebrated hs 80M birth.
conducted the Barkley and Trenary
•Don MacLean scored 33 points and Darrica
day with a victory as the No 4 North Carohna
Martin had 31 tor No '6 UCLA (21 7 9-6
'interviews and did so capably.
Tar Heels 122-3. 10-3 ACC) won 91-74 over
Pec-10) in a 99-91 win over Washington State
Georgia Tech in Atlanta. Kenny Anderson, m
And, after the Taylor interview,
It was the first time two Brn players 'red
wha couid be ho final home game, shot psi scored at least 30 points since at Nast 1972,
she characterized his attitude as "a
1 -tor 10 in the first halt for Georgia Tech He
when game by-game statistics were Kepi Marfinished ash 15 pante, 12 below Ms average
little cavalier," although New
tin's career high total was the Most by a UCLA
Anderson, a sophomore, has said he might
guard since Jan 22. 1983, when Rod Foster
Yorkers can understand the desire
have for the NBA next season
scored 31 against Stanford Tracy kA,,,,ay
•Calbert Chesney scared 19 points and led
added 20 points for the Bruins
(Cont'd on page II)

'Golden' start lifts So. Mississippi past SE Louisiana
•

By The Associated Press

There are good starts and great
starts. There are fast starts and fantastic starts.
Then there's what No. 14 Southern Mississippi did Thursday night.
The Golden Eagles scored the
game's first 26 points and cruised
past Southeastern Louisiana 85-60.
"It was a great way for our
seniors to go out — in style,"
Southern Miss coach M.K. Turk
said.
Southeastern did not score for

• , -,

•••-•
7•

the first 7:13. When the visitOrs'
ended the drought on 'Michael
Wolf's 3-pointer, the crowd Of
7,049 responded with-- a standing
ovation.
Southern Miss (21-5) has
clinched the top seed in next
week's Metro Conference tournament and will play Louisville in
the first round. Southeastern finished 9-19 in its first season since
suspending its basketball program
for one year.
Inather games, No. 4 North Carolina beat Clemson 91-74, No. 5

Indiana defeated Michigan State
62-56, No. 7 Arizona trounced
Oregon State 103-65, No. 11 New
Mexico State downed Pacific 67-60
and No. 16 UCLA stopped
Washington State' 99-9-1.
Southern Miss won for the 10th
URIC in 12 home gams. Clarence
Weatherspoon led the Eagles with
17 points. Darrin.Chancellor had
16 and Daron Jenkins 15.
After the first seven minutes and
the 26-0 start, the game was even.
Southeastern actually outscored
Southern Miss 60-59 the rest of the

• .""9"Bov-aparsrars.••••r•4•••••

•
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•

•
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•
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Say the words "network news,"
and what comes to mind? Quick!
20-20's Bogus Buckwheat. "A
Current Affair.— Geraldo opening
empty safe — for two
hours.
Let's free associate.
"Hard Copy," "Inside Edition," "America's Most Wanted."
Overweight women with teenage
drug -dealing daughters, battered
husbands named Homer, and uncles
who secretly dress up like
Republicans.
Was that °prat) or Donahue? Or,
the Simpsons?
other words, tabloid TV. Junk.
Fish food. Inquiring minds couldn't °
care less.
"Journalism gets a bad name in
the TV business sometimes," NBC
Sports producer Ricky Diamond
adrnits.
So, why, in the current atmosphere, is NBC trying to fill the
void with "NBC Sports Update,"
the only studio sports news hosy.
on the networks each week?
Because, Diamond says, it's some- thing that ought to be done,
-"People never felt it was necessarily. a successful format." Diamond said. "I think people are
cynical about what the networks
do, that we have obligations and
contracts with big sports leagues,
and we're never going to tell people what's going on if there's a
problem."
Really?
How could,that be? .Not in .an
industry' that yanked Hugh Downs
off the immense.), popular, game
show "ConceOration" to coanchor "20-20" with Barbara
"What Bush Would You Be?"
Walters. Not in an industry that
could send Dun & Bradstreet stock soaring
bungling allegations of
fraud.
That would be unthinkable.
In fact, it hasn't happened on
Update. The truth of the matter is,
the- NFL is big enough to take a
little criticism from a network that
paid it 5752 million for four years
csfTV rights. And it:s gotten a
little.
The truth is, Sports Update is
something that ought to be done.
-And the-truth is, with so much junk
new-s on TV, Gayle Gardner and
crew' are rather refreshingly honest
and competent in what they do
each weekend. If ifs not perfect,
it's all we've got. And we'll take
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Actions& Reactions Recent results...
(Coned from page 1(J)

The (dialers led 80-72 late in the third period
The parity of the league is no surprise to Newton.
Thursaay night, but John Battle ada 22 5 burst
"The proof is in the pudding," Newton said, pointing to three teams tied
that led Atlanta to a 117-109 victory, ale Hawks'
Tryouts tot the 'select' teems a the Murray 21st in a row at the Omni 'We wanted to.win
at 6-6. "Early on, I thought three_ wins could win the league, and it almost
Calloway County Sacco, Association's sonr4.
real bad and someone had to do something-tor
eaGoe will be held Saturday. March 2 at the •
us to win," sad Battle, who had 1 8 of his 26
did.
This has been a ,very unique year. for the league, and'I think it's
Bee Creek Soccer Complex Tryouts will be
points in the final period We lust smelled the
received some more fecognition. We iffai a little pride knowing we've
held at loam to, the boys under 12 (Field 4)
victory and we charged at them full speed
and es' under-16 (Field 3) teams, and at
been a part of that."
Battle had nine points and Duane Ferrell added
M for the boys' under-14 (Field 4) and
seven as the Hawks turned the 80-72 deficit
While the rest of the OVC has been preparing for what should be the
under-16 (Fired 3) squads Tryouts are mandatinto a 94-85 lead Battle capped the surge
ory For more information. contact Eddie Hunt
' when he barely beat the shot
close competition Saturday night, the Raceii,-who finished at 22-8 and
clock
with
a
8844
753
or 753 9325
3-pointer from the right corner with 549 to play.
10-2 in league play, have been taking it easy. After clinching the regular
The Trail Blazers, who lost their third in a raw.
season title against Middle last week, the Racers took two days off earlier
gel Whin three points with 4 26 remaining. but
Banta had five points in an 8-0 run that put the
in the week.
game away
NASHVILLE, Tenn - Tennessee Tech, which
Counting two exhibitions and three Blue-Gold games, the Racers have
.1n other NBA gamel. it was New York 100.
faltered down the stretch in its chase tor the
San Antonio 93. New Jersey 98. Miniaukee 93
already played 35 games this season, so Newton thinks the layoff will
Ohio Valley Conference championship, has
Miami 100. Detroit 48: the Los Angeles Lakers
defeated Austin Peay in a coin toss and will be
help the Racers instead of, leaving them rusty.
121. Denver 108, and the Los Angeles Clippers
the No 3 seed in the upcoming league tOurna
83.
Houston 80
"We have been working on game situations and we will continue to do
men! By winning Tuesday's toss alma 9VC
EASTERN CONFERENCE
offices, the Golden Eagles (6-6. 12-15) will host
so," Newton said. "The layoff is a plus for us. We've played 35 games
Atlantic Division
No 6 Morehead State (4-8, 15-12) al 7-30 p m
W L Pet. GB
and that is a lot of basketball. The time off has also helped heal some
CST Saturday in the opening round Austin
41 15 732 Ptigla7telpnia
Peay (6-6, 15-13) is the fourth seed The Gov31 24 564 9,,
minor bumps and bruises that we have had."
hew hOt%
26 --31 456 15,',
ernors will host Middle Tennessee (6-6. 19-8)
Washington
Murray will be keeping a close watch on the rest of the league Satur19
22 37
14 33
39
93 n19
Saturday. The Blue Raiders defeated Austin
New Jersey
Peay 94-90 on Monday Saturday's other firstday,
but there is no particular team the Racers want to see in Murray.
Mani
17 39 304 24
round game has No 7 Tennessee State 041,
Ceti/rat °Meow
5-22)- at No 2 Eastern Kentucky'(9-3." /8:91 -`- Chicago
1-4 141 L-- ----I don't 'ffiriff-tTie-re
,
-Ts-anyone that we're looking to play," Newton sa-id.
Detroit
.Saturday's winners travel to Murray, where
37 21 63$ 5
"We're not as concerned with everyone else as we are with our basketball
kAllierauk“
35 22 614 6-2.
regular-season champion Murray State (10-2,
Atlanta
32 25 561
22-8) will host the semifinal and charnponship
team. We'll be watching with interest at all three sites, because we could
trickana
25 30 455
rounds March 6-7.
Cleveland
20
16 357 21 . play anyone from
• • • •
EKU to TSU. I know what everyone's goal is. That is
Charlotte
17 38 109 217,
The lour-team women's tournament begins
WESTERN CONFERENCE
to unseat thc Racers."
Monday at Tennessee Tech Tennessee State
Midwest Division
OVC Championship ticket policy
W L Pet GB
won a con toss with Morehead State Tuesday
utay
All seats in Racer Arena will be reserved for next week's 0'.0C Tournament Tickets will be sad in
36 18 667
for the final berth in the tied The two teams
San Anionic
35 18 660
a two-session tournament booklet The CDst for pnme courtside seating s $22. while endzone seafinished tne regular season with dent-cal 5-7
Houston
32 24 571 5
ting is $16 for the two sessions Murray Stale students with a valid 10 and high school-and-under
OVC records and 12-14 overall marks The
Callas
21 33 389 15
may purchase two single session end zone seals for $6 each or a tournament book for $10. Senior
Lady Tigers will meet top-seeded Tennessee
ig 36 345 17';',
Ore nclo
citizens may purchase a singe game ticket for $9
lAnnesota
Tech (11-1. 20-7), while No 2 Middle Tennes18
Those wno hold MSU basketbal season tickets nave unt.14 p rn today to purchase thee regular
Derive
15 40
11--22
273
7 24i
see (8-4, 13-13; will test No. 3 Eastern Kenseason seats Tickets wilt be sold to MSU students and the general public from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Prolic Division
tucky (7-5, 13-11) Monday's winners meet
Portland
44 13 772
Saturday at MSU athletic ticket office in Room 211 of Stewart Stadium Tots will also be sold
Tuesday night for the league's automatic berth
LA Laws
15 732 2
Monday and Tuesday from 9 a m to 4 p m and until noon on Wednesday The ticket wirdows at
in the NCAA wornen's tournament
Phoenix
36 19 655 7
Racer Arena wili open at 5 30 pm" pnOt lo the first semifinal game on Wednesday
Golden Stre
29 26 527 14
No telePhone orders will be accepted prior to the times announced to begin sales
Seattle
26 28 481 16 .
LA Clippers
19 36 345 24
Sacrament
'5 3; 28
Friday's Games
MIAMI- Rocco Mediate, Keith Clearwater, Jtm
Cleveland at Indiana 630 pr.,
Hallett and Chip Beck shot 6-under-par 66s to
Poniand at Phil.30400nia 6 3C p ""
share the lead after the first round of the DoraSan Antonio at Boston 7 o (Coned from page 10)
Ryder Open After opening with three consecuMorehead, Jaree Goodin of Eastern
Utah at [Moron 7 prn
tive 'S's,' Mediate chipped in for birdies on the
Dallas at Chicago 730 p
Eastern's Angie Cox and Kelly
and Cynthia Hicks of Tennessee
Washington at lakvaukei 8 o next two hoes That opened a stretch in which
Sacramento a, Phoenix 8 30. he birdied five of six holes and -lust as he's
Cow at and Priscilla Robinson of State.
C.nadotta atSaatto-9 tut
done. ail ,year long - put hirriseff- arnOnO.-the
Tennessee State. Orlando
.A take's, 930
Murray's Parker was joined on
tournament leaders Mark O'Meara, Dan ForsThe second- team, with seven
man, Tom Purtzer. eiiily Ray Brown. Billy.Glas
the women's all-freshmen team by
son, Wayne Levi and club pro Greg Cerulli were
players because of a four-way tic
PrisCilla Robinson, Shannah McIna stroke behind the leaders
for fourth, included Mitzi Rice and
tosh of Eastern and Tech's Taunya
When Da-el Bermeume was acouired by no
Los Angeles Kings in the off-season.
was
Cecillia Ramsey .of Tech, Bev
Trenton and Sherry Batten.
considered no Dig deal But it may have turi-eo
Smith of Morchead,44ustin Pcay's
The men's all-freshman team
into their oggest deal of the year Win a 20-8-2
CHICAGO- Seventh-seeoed Pairck McEnste
record, the unneraided goatender has been a
Trade Mason, and Ann Thomas included John Allen of Eastern,
survived a barrage of 13 aces by Nicolas Pereikey factor .- tne Kngs' rise to the !op o' The
and Rulesha Adams of Tennessee
ra to join his brother, top-seeded John. in the
Geoff Herman of Peay. Jeff Clifton
Smythe Division Thursday night's performance
quarterfinals of the Volvo Chicago tennis tou,.
was typic,al, with Bertiniaume making 23 saves
State,
of
Middle and Bruce Oglesby and
nament Patrick k4cErinse beat Pereira 6-4, 7-6
to lead a 4-2-Victory over -Winnipeg He's lust
(7-3). John ktoEnroe faces Germany's AlexanJoining Pierce as honorable menRobert West of Tennessee Tech.
been play ng so well overa!i," Kings coacn Torn
der Mronz and Patrick McEnroe faces second,
Webster said Berthiaume. who stopped 23
tion selections were Stephanie
The All-OVC team is selected by
seeded Richey Reneberg in quarterfinal matchshots, won for the third Straight time aria
es In another second-round match, Grant ConCapley of Middle, Julie Magrane of the league coaches.
improved his record against Smythe Division
nell upset fourth -seeded Luiz Matta, 6-1, 6-7
teams to -7-1-1 The victory was The sixth
a
(3-7l--8-3
row fOrthe Kings, who starter had seven conse• • • •
cutive wins, topsun the NHE thiS season With
ROTTERDAM Netherlands- Top-seeded Ivan,
the win, the Kings moved six points in front a
Lend trounced Nicklas- Kulti 6,4, 6-0 to
the Calgary Flames in the Smythe and assured
advance to the quarterfinals of the ABN Arnr0
themselves of firshirtg no worse.'nen third
(Cont'd from page 10)
aware of that stuff," Diamond said.
Indoor In other second-round matches. Paul
Place Winnipeg remained two points ahead of
Haartsuis beat Magnus Gustafsson 6-3, 3-6. 6-1
"We don't want to be anybody's
Vancouver tor the fourth and f nal payo't spot
use
to
a
tire-iron
on
taxicab.
a
and Jan Siemerink defeated sixth-seeded
,n the Smythe.'
vehicle. We want to do the show
That show also reviewed the
Andrei Chesnokov 4-6. 6-3, 6-2
other NHL games it was Chicago 6 HartVictor Kiam-Lisa Olson joke, the on our own terms.
ford 3. the New York Rangers 4, St Lou's 4.
Buffalo 5. Quebec
and Boston 5. 1ne New
shooting of Tampa Bay line6acker
-"So. maybe next week we'll get
York Islanders
them, maybe three months, maybe
Broderick
Thomas,
WALES CONFERENCE'
and
presented
PATERSON, NJ .- Lawyers for heavyweight
Petrick D1,0910/I
an entertaining feature on the tra- noL"
criampon Evander Ho,yfieid and George ForeW L T Pt* GF GA
NY Rangers
32 22 '2 76 248 208
man obtained a show cause order that asks a
vails of the PGA Qualifying
3' 27 8 70 2'; 205
New Jersey Judge to ;al World Boxing Council
Pittsburgh
1
22
7 29
27 ¶ 68
6, 27297 2,
School.
517
President Jose Suliarnan The order directs
hew JerS•V
Suliaman to appear next Thursday before New
"That's a lot of.,stuff," Gardner
washingior
28 32 5 61 208 226
Jersey Superior Court Judge Amos C SaunNY Islanders
2' 36 9 51 168 244
said.
•
ders and defend allegations that he violated a
Adams Division
temporary' restraining order issued Nov 27
',Boston
37 20 8 82 213 215
In
meantime,
the
Diamond
and,
5-Montrea
against the WBC ;The WBC wants to strip Holyl
32 25
72 221 205
his staff are after two more prizes
Buttato
24 25 16 64 226 222
field of its Mkt and award it 'lathe winner of the
kaMord
28 30 7 63 196 219
March 18 fight between Mike Tyson and Razor
for the show - intervies with
Cusbee
02 42 11 15 184 295
Ruddock Sauncers ordered that the central
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Pete Rose and Bjorn Borg'.
manes of the case be decided by an arbitrator
Norris Division
and issued the order to prevent any'actons
W L T Pts OF GA
"They're
people that I think are
i-St Look
39 18 8 86 260 206
f,Orn being taken until the aratratorts decision
x.Crvc,ago
very engaging, people I think *the
39 21 6 84 221 173
Lawyers for Hayfield and Foreman allege that
28 3, 8 64 234 250
the MC violated that order Monday when it
public wants to hear from," DiarAnnosola
DetrCit
21 32 12 - 54 205 221
issued a press release saying a would declare
Toronto
40 7 43 1,95 27C
mond
said.
the .Tysor-Ruckfock winner champion if it wins
Smythe Division
the arbitration '
Angeles
38 20 7'81278 206
But,
Diamond said.' "they're
Cilgany
35 22 7 41271 zos
more or less not looking for the
Edmonton
30 30 4 64 221 215
Viinrspeg
23 34,-33 57 227 242
media at this point," and NBC
Vancouver
21 36 7 55 206 258
rDvicterl pave berth
HOLESALE
_
refuses_ to pay for an interview on
LAS VEGAS - UNLV's legal counsel said he
Fridays Games
has been assured by the NCAA that the univerNew Jersey at Detroit 6 35 D -Update.
Pittsburgh at Caigarv 835 pm
sity's undefeated team will be able to knish its
"There are a lot of publicity
iAnnasota at Edmonton 835 pm
season without any players being suspended
Venires. a, Vancouver 9 35 o
for rules violations Bradley Booke said reports
people out there. and we have to be
that four players - Larry Johnson, George AckSUPPLY CO
Eric Gray and Bobby Joyce - rnght be
suspended for a game because of incidental
hotel bills incurred Clunng recruiting visits were
the result of a misunderstanding between the
university arid the NCAA He said in a prepared
ersr.r.ree
‘"-Slitatf19hT
Lit-ttarturget;IdeutMedDimk
•
stall will nseet-tinday his Oeferrh4le 4 there-rives-aviolation committed, arid. if so, could list the
P-ayers as ineligible Booke. however, said he
Special Good
has been told that the NCAA would ttlen immethrJ Marcr 2
players
so
eligibility
of
the
diately restore the
they could finish out the season without missing
any games

Local soccer
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SCOREBOARD
"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 121h
(Next to Century 21)
State Farm Insurance companies
Horne (rice Bloomington, Illinois

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There.

Jane Rogers

OVC pairings

627
•

District scores

Henderson Co

Sixth District
Champsonship
2 Union Co 5.3

Seventh District
Championship
West Hopkins 81 Satoh Hopkins 36
PliAN District
Doertsboro Apollo 41 Owensboro Catholic 31
tOth District
lAinioniserg South 60 Butler Co 43
130 District,
Todd Central 43 Logan Co 38
14th District
Warren East 85 Bowing Grose 45
talk Norki
--firserrito - is, Han cb - 38
tilth District
Bardstown Bethienem 34 Nes°, C I'
23rd District
Championship
Lou Valley 62 Lot, Fordae 6C
32nd District
Charnpionship
Owen Co Ed Scott Co 47
61111 District
ChtimpionshiP
Air
P416'
acyc co 5;

THURSDAY'S GAMES
Firstanrict
Calais Co 58 Hickman Co 55
Third District
Paducah Si alary 70'sBallard Memorial 65
Frith District
Championship
Lyon Co 81 Caldwell Co 72
Seventh District
Chemptonshe
!!!T !fl Napkins 90, South Hispatet.72
istk District
Fluses10116 73, Todd -Central 66
51st District
Championship
Ben Co 79 lAddiesboro 47
Girsi
First District
Hickman Co 53 Cameo Co 39
Second Diotroct
Paducah Tilghman 45, Heath 25
Tlswel District
Ballard Momonal 65 Pad Si Mary 32

Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Golf

3W
k?
le- iaLTC

ts
nd
;0a
an
ns
np
ora
lat

ek.
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Jones leads All-OVC...

f"L!11

Pro hockey

25

Tennis

is

le.

lk

id

St
io
:1,
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at
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!y•

IC

:e
a

ie

Y.--

Ross Insurance Agency

Nelson Ratings...,

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
6th & Main

753-0489

if WAREHOUSE CLEARANCE
\/)

•
•\
••
•

01
reder"%%%us
00000•001 $
1
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•
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\

Basketball

LECTRIC

and

MURRAY

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

Are selling quality fixtures to
make room for new merchandise,

This Week's Special:-

'259

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Ham
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink
$6

ELLICOTT CITY, A4d - A. prosecutor has
decided against trying former San Anton o
Spurs guard David Wingate or rape and ire
team said it will decide in about a week whether
to re-sign him Howard County State's Attorney
William R. Hymes made his decision alter the
complainant said she no longer wanted to press
charges Wingale's agent, Wiliiatn L Stnckland,
said he would contact the Spurs on Sunday
when the learn plays the Bullets in Washington
Man Spenser, a spokesman for the Spurs, said
they would probably deckle within a week
whether to resume contract negotiations with
Wingate Earlier this month, prosecutors in
Bexar County. Texas, dropped other rape
charges against Wingate, accused of sexually
aSSaui1!ng a 22 year -old woman there last
June

I
TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Murray
753-0045 Ag
k Chestnut St.
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

HARNESS RACES

Track & field

LOUISVILLE
DOWNS
Races Begin 5:45 P.M.
Wednesday, Thursday & Friday
Saturday at 4:45
& Sunday at 12:15
March 1 Through April 24

Baseball
TEMPE, Anz
Ken Grittily Jr. who hit 22
homers last year and had a 300 baiting average, has agreed with the Seattle Mariners on a
two year contract worth $2,535.000 Gnfley, 21.
Will be pad $535.000 in 1 991 and 12 minion in
1992 He also can collect $25 000 ICY mnIirig
the all-star team and another $25,000 for winning a Gold Glove

Read the
want ads daily

Two 19 Inch
*Appliances include Color TVs
Whirlpool & Jenn Air

• spec‘al Deal
on 1v4?
3acuzz's

*Radar Detectors

*Levels

S

*Light Bulbs

*Paint
starting at

*TV & Microwave

$Z1
.
00
gal.

Stands

* Microwaves

•

Saturday
March 2

Used Movies

8 a.m.-2 p.m.

'4.95

ONLY

starting at

Bluegrass Downs
ior Paducah

or
Checks

Please!

WATCH AND WAGER!

Pro basketball
The Portland Trail Blazers may be the NBA's
beet team, but they were no match for the
Atlanta Hawks, the leagues hottest home team

•
•
•
•
•
•

"Live" From

)
SEVILLE. Spain - Algerian Noureddne Marcell ceeOrated his 21st birthday by setting a
1.500-miser indoor world record with a docking
of 3 minutes, 34 16 seconds in the Plaodo Fernandez Vegas meet Marcell broke the record
334 29 set 8)404 one year ago on the
same track by Briton Peter Eliion The Algenan,
a student at Southern Cal, was toliowed by
Spaniard Fermin Cacho at 3 35 26 Officiars
first said Morcish had run the race in a word
record -shattering 3 33 14 But they corrected
the time alter ruling one of the race clocks tad
been stopped too soon

044 iv
.

*Overstock Light Fixtures Sold
at Cost & Below!

95

F

11/1/$
1

Credit Cards

ELialy Night Buffet

General

1

No Contract

Lose Weight - Tone Up - Don't Wait - Start Now
759-4955
1413 Olive Blvd., Murray

Boxing

)ri
is,
a
at
irs
a

A Month

Children Cartoons. Walt Disney & other
top name movies

"LIVE" Thoroughbred Races Continue from Turfway Park

FREE PARKING

FREE ADMISSION

•••••
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CLASSIFIEDS .
020

020
Wince

VCR Service
Ward-Elkins
753-1713
I would like
to buy
Burley
TobAcco
Base
Please Call
492-8566—

Navy Band to perform at MSU
in free concert March 21
The United States Navy Band
will perform at Lovett ALlitorium
on the Murray Site University
campus on Thursday,.March 11.
Admission to the concert is free but
a ticket is required,'aCcOrding to
Dennis Johnson.-director of bands
at MSU, and the concert organizer.
Tickets can be obtained through
a mailed -request or by visiting
these locations: Murray State University Music Office. the Murray
Ledger & Times. Chuck's Music
Center. Peoples Bank. Bank of
Murray. Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and the
U.S. Navy Recruitir.g Center. Limit
six uckets per order. If ordering by
mail.-residents are asked to include
a self-addressed stamped envelope
The p.rr
s7,,7

a

sores:
:he

KUT &
KURL
now does fiberglass nail extensions and nail
strengthening.

Stati , Navy Band's chorus. in
Washington D.C. In addition, he
serves as assistant audio technician
for the chorus and -narrator for special band ceremonies.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
F. Patton of Dayton. Patton began
.his studies on piano, later adding
voice. trumpet and organ to hi"
repertoire. After graduating fron.
Rooseve..it High Schoolin Dayton in
-19-74, he attended the U•niXt'ersity of
Cintinnati's'Conservatory of Music. He later attended Wright State

2 for 1 Special
753-1682

Finest.- the U
Navy Bar:.
17.
Na‘,y's,:.",reIrii.i.17 7 dsical represcntaWasnindl 7.. D.C.-T.17:2
::‘•e
:s
Cn..dr Pr.. -;
the eighth
t:-.

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
Lumina Euro, loaded
8139704 $301.89mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Pius Tax, Tine & License.
48 Mo. Closed End Lease.

PR'
PE
,
•• r
HIG•41
• •
•1
,
•••,
4

Cold's%ater
Fish Farm
ra“
large
blue
- •:Tic *flat

“•rirfi‘

"
-C.170L.Ne.

Pdtton is married to trie
CynthIa Sotherland
'Jay:
The reide in Upper \la- - •
their
and Jonathan.

Mdsician First Class Howard T
Patton is a native of Dayton:Ohio
and a bass vocalist and SOlOiSt wth
:re "Sea „Chanters." the United

LEARN TO DRIVE

FOR SALE

• 7.1 \

7

INSTRUCTION

ie

o

4

:he N a%y Band in
train,
T-,
ne

T7.'

•••

INIIM
.IMI,•

Sr.mn ...

=I.
OM
.IDINI
•11111=141MIIMIMIIMIMMMINIDM
•1111111“MOMMININIMIIIM111-1=1-1 •
•=11.11M111•1•111MINOSNIIMIM 01
P•

Call 753-2355
or 753-2048

Nletropol:Addition; in 19S. lie.
soloist with the
77n, and 'the Dayton
and the
Oratorio

Time.

SO\ INC.

TRACTOR-TRAILER

Lni‘ersi:‘ in Fairborn. Ohio and
George ..Vashington Univemit.,
Washing:or.. D.C.
Pattor. as a semi-finalist in the

•

•

Mania, TN

Call -(6-18t- 548-2S46

489-2-$95 or
4{9-2246
Deli% ery date:
Sat. larch 16.,
3-4 p.m.

Keith's
1.avui 8,

Garden
Center

-E.T;Z
LiJE TOOK

•
24

---

r.iacii cat at llth
Poplar Answers to 'Dot
'at: 436-216-3

MAA:
; COGrri5!
,y

-

,c Y.:-• '
=

YOU 54,14E HEAR SOME 51PANGE.
Al' NIGHT. TriE w N2
c-'
-A3L5E SETTLING... ri

yvkA?:.

-

,

BABYSITTER needed in
Lynn Grove area Sit in your
home Evenings and
weekends 435-4000

;
„

•

7,

THE FAR SIDE
A5k-/

By GARY LARSON

V
V
✓
✓

already scheduled for March, you will
automatically receive the benefit from the
sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and
SAVE!

Call

753-1916
to place your ad.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

2

P RUDf
C A-U - 5 E
. . . . .
RESULT
LIT
TLE,
..
• -1
AM
NARRA'T * E
ER
- T *0 T
INCE.E .D.f
L.E.
. :
v E * T -0 N
S.'s I
COVE
E *P- I C
DE F ACE
MEA D
SAR A
D 0.C.T -0 R
B ASE
ineNI
-R - T
L A.G 0 S
:S *N
R E.T.A * 1 - L S
L I
T -E R E.T.E
L * A T T ER'
. . ..
. ...
E DI IS
' IPS

DOWN
animal
5 Attempts
6 Explodes
7 Arrow poison
8 Sesame
9 Spielberg
alien
10 Staid

1, Georgia
birthplace
of 39th
Pr e.siderif
2 Sun god
3 Writing fluid
4 Antlered

3

4

7

IUIUU
19

1211111

23

lU
UUUU
25

2411

28

29

30

m4113
--C

2*

201111

•

10

8

•F

26

FQR WATER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

32 Slumbers
35 Baby s
plaything
38 German title
39 Article
41 Congers
42 Ethiopian
title
43 Abounds
45 Rodent
46 - Sullivan
47 Hermit
49 - Better
Blues
50 Minklike
mammal
52 Petty ruler
54 Ascends
55 Pierces

1 Self-esteem
6 Clenches with
teeth
11 Woodworker s
tools
12 Joins
together
14 Cooled lava
15`European
falcon
17 Note of scale
18 Rend
20 Job incentive
21 Crony
coiloq
22 Break-suddenly
24 Still
25 Top o1 head
26 Ancient
chariots
28 World 30 Music as
written
31 Hurried

2,

COVIE BACK

31.1

34

yWATERo-6LE.

19

38UUU
42

35

36

40

4,

43

51

54

UUU

48

1
50

37

Ull
IUUIU
llUU
liii 1111
44

47

46

.11 Analyze. as
sentence
13 Shoe
bottoms
16 Stalemate
19 Most
quarterbacks
21 Artist
23 TV s ;
Colombo
25 Talk idly
27 Skip a stone
over water
29 Period of
time
32 -Taming of
the -33 Chief
34 Makes
resolute
35 Negligent
36 South
American

•-""

'7"

GUN cat:4r
solid walr
veneer. '7'
OCCaSSI0f1.9
solid oak d
solid oak d
desk 753

MILLION
LIONAII
BURN'S Cl
IN MURli
Safe-T Mar

PAGEANT
cessores I
lace Size

minutes' 75

5.,

4co

53

55

WHITE wed
veil, never u
Very beautif
saiption or
(901) 247 5

4 PIECE bo
excellent cor
old Can be
Fox Meadow
759-9852 a
appointment

7 PIECE ha
table 6 cha
$100 Goo
474-2324
BEDROOM
dresser with
stand and lv
Peach gray
comforter witl
loon valance
peach wick(
$40 759
5 30pm ,
COUCH. lo
table and pc
$100 for all e
4pm
MAPLE dinin
leaves $15
washer (nee
dryer avoca<
stry chair $2
chair $10 0
and bed ma'
aquarium wi
ITS0—
SINGLE
753-6621

'

Fi
Equi

9N FORD
scoop 4 nev
436 2427
FORD 200(
rubber all
hydraulic Ei
Don $3150

IMPULSE di
screen all ht
753 1788
NEW in fac
mington 871
12 gauge m
Ski simulal
$50 753 181

Calk)

37

Bar legally
40 Dress border
43 Woody plant
44 Baseball
record
colioq
47 Kind of curve
48 Airline info
51 Three-toed

sloth
53 Burr ID

Looking for
year old (;
-geoux mas
kiuhen (al

Ka

•
•

FOR sale
435-4426

animals

UU

32 33

••••••••••

BEAUTIFI
gown with
and lace
Also whit(
sequins
759-4503

competition

All standard rates on classified reader
ads will remain in effect. If you are a
regular classified customer and your ad is

lU

HE FO..r42
A BETTER

21' CPA
Tower at
tertainmer
reo 5 pie(
gas grill
763-4783

RASPBER
gown SizE
and straplet

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.

15

rp,
EASE.. A LiTri.E
MORE..HE twiltiT

JUNK cars and trucks Ask
ENTREPRENEURS Get for Larry 753 3633
yourself in possession of
OLD Winchester rifles.
the facts while the timing is
right You can t afford to single action Colt pistols.
miss this one Call Cnili war artifacts Guns,
swords, etc Ask for Larry
800 395-8537
753 3633
-------

1981 H(
good cor
rear tires
tional Scc
Lock out
and air I
top Goa
AC disc
wheels. i
lion 492

SUNTAN bc

11

ZN E MILEY OF ELEPitiANT5„,
CHIEF„ I CAN'T WAIT HERE
FORE/ER FOR •iotiFt eoGuE.,
MEAN..4NCE9TOR ELE-PN.4N1
11m4 TO COME EIACK

CASH for mobile home
tires $7 $12 each We will
remove 527-2932

Business
Opportuntry

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:

1

."

100

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

FREE

FEMALE vocalist for
countryrwestern band Also
needed keyboard player
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 7 1 6 2.
or
901 644 1260

,

1975-79 CAMPER 24 28h
Priced reasonably
753 3642 days 753-5738
nights

(6 days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days free)

'EXTRA INCOME '91Wrapping Novelty Gift
Items Earn 5200-5500
Weekly Send a stamped
Self addressed envelope
to B&B Ma ling Service PO
Box 601532 Miami. FLonda
33160

-1)

BABYSITTING in Murray
home Experienced mother
loves kids $35iwk full
time $1hr part time Furn
ished snacks and meals All
shifts/all ages 759-4967

Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day

EMPLOYMENT Opportunity in Dover Tennessee
Here is an opportunity to
become part of one of Tennessee's fastest growing
new car dealerships In a
time when most agencies
are laying off we have an
excellent opening for the
right person This position
comes about due to career
change from a veteran
technician so once we find
the right person with the
right qualifications and this
position is filled they will
- enjoy many years of solid
employment Our requirements are simple 'Clean
appearance 'Sale driving
record 'Knowledgeable in
all fields of mechanical including front end alignment
are required 'Must have the
needed tools In return we
will offer you 'A sate working atmosphere 'Paid vacations 'Paid training 'Paid
holidays 'Hospitalization
'Uniforms 'Excellent Pay
•Factory Incentives What
to do Apply in person to
Dwayne Hicks or Gerald
Campbell or mail resume
in strict confidence to PO
Box 647 Attn Gerald
Campbell

YAAAAH!!

Want
To Buy

March Only

DRIVER needed for pettime light pickup and delhiery Small car helpful Call
Judy 759-1226

'EXTRA INCOME. '91' NIGHT time waitress
C4.70fl r--51 •
Earn $200 $500 Weekly needed_ Waist be 2.1 yaws
,rairrng no•elty gift items of-age Apply in person at
,
For more information send Big Apple Cafe Puryear
a starpecl envelope to Inc TN 901 247-5798
P
f3ox 602139 North SERVICE station attendant
kAiarni FL 33261
needed Moderate mechanic work Apply in perJOBS in Alaska Hiring En- son to West Main
Chevron
,evel $600 . weekly 1417 W Main
itructort Canneries
Fields
Cal-I NEED money to pay winter
' 206 736 0993 Est
bills? Flexible hours. tree
gift with interview
248B5
753 0171
,..li'..DSCAPING arid lawn help needed Expen- TELEPHONE SALES
in ibis area a plus earn extra cash weekly
,- et,rees considered.. making morriinq Of evening
436 5805
phone sales
o experience necessar Cheerful
kii.JRRAY based home
enthusiastic p sonality
mecical equipment com
helpful Ideal for
ents
par: y has openings for c.erti
G0C.7
, T—E OCEP.6
retirees and homem
rs
fed
respira
tory
therapi
st
or
OL/Ti.g&
ALMOST 0,EP
Hourly wage plus bonuses
individual eligible for certifiCall Jody 759-1226
cat,on Excellent benefit
j. ,
program Salary to corn- UP to $15 hour processing
rrensurate with experi- mail weekly check guaran
ence. Send resume to PO teed Free details write,
Box 1040A Murray Ky SD 12610 Centrai, Suite
42071
255 TKY Chino CA 91710
•

Situation
Wanted

Classified Ad
Sale!

S131Pr

V

_

1.10
Help
Wanted

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
WANTED someone to
INGS NEED a job? A keep children ages 188111
GED? Hope for the future? on school days when sick
You may quality It 'You do and/or nights Want to buy
Unless still'in School
not have your GED or high used refrigerator and wash
school diploma •You we ing machine 759-4713
or
College, their
between the ages of 16 8
family group hospital
21 We we an E 0 E This WENDY S is now hiring for
insurance may have
protect is funded by the day shift Must be available
between the hours of
Wester
n Kentucky Private
expired due to age.
7-4pm
Must be able to
Industry Counal- JTPA
)..r most popular MaCall JTPA Out Of School work weekends Apply at
store daily between 2 4pm
- Medttal Policy of7 5 3
9 3 7 8
8a m 11 30a m
' S comprehensive
090
',criefits at reasonable
NEEDING dependable inSituation
dividuals with own transWarded
rates For free inforportation for kitchen work
mation call:
Call for appointment WILL do ironing in my
home Haveaeferences for
43§..-5496 05..436-2524
--Jerry' -Mrerm nett
information Call before
Insurance 753-4199
10 30am or after 8pm
ATTENVON RN's Dirtctor
759-4594
t. •rn
of borne health physician
available at Parkway Regional Hospital in Fulton, Ky.
Ptfor supervisory expenaice
•INIUMIIIM=1=IM•MM.=M M Ian
IMPIISIMMIMMB-1=1=11=1=1111•
••
•IIMEIMINIMIIMIMIMIMMIIMININIEli
preferred. Good employee
•
Mb
•••IN
•
I1M.•
benefits. Salary negotiable.
,.. FACE BRICK =MI
610118
Applications availabk at
4
WIMP
ems
Prices Sta.: 41 ism
switchboard Mon-Fn., 8-5pm
mme
ac
min WE M/F Parkway Regiaial
..,
'41
IMIND
Hospital 2000 Holiday Lane
.-II
01Fulton, Ky
VOVt, ELL & -al
OP=
°
MI

Non-Smoking
Woman
•:. CK

060

a.HI
Wanted

SON OR 94I.GHTF1
.
AGE 19?

All Brands

Islusivian First Class Howard Patton. Nocalist

060
- Notice

711 Main
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V CLASSIFIEDS
210
2811
>1 y
•738
01

433
me

Ask
les
Lois
uns
arry

Mrray Ledger & Times

270
Firewood

1981 HONDA Odyssey
good condition with new
rear tires 1979 Interne
tional Scout 4 wheel drive
Lock out hubs V8. ps'pb
and air Removable hardtop Good condition 15ft
AC disc harrow, dual
wheels. excellent condi
bon 492 8425

PAGE 13

FIREWOOD for stove and
furnace Seasoned and
greenwood Cut to your order 753 9808 474 8086
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

Wag*
Homes For Saki

Pots
&Supplies

$4,995.00 Excellent used
home. New furnace, plywood
floors, air condttioner, delivered call Bill Cook. Keith
Baker Homes Hwy 79E Pans,
TN .
6 4 4 - 00 I 2 ,
I-800-533-3568 •

AKC puppies various
breeds Shih tzu Lasha s
Poodles many more
615-746-5355

WOOD for sale 753-9745.
"CLOSE out sale" We are
759 9739
now replacing all our 1990
demonstrators These homes
21' CRAFTSMAN lawn
will be sold Make us an offer.
mower, antique hutch, en
210
Keith Baker Homes Hwy 79E
tertainment center with steParis, TN 644-0012,
reo 5 piece bedroom suite.
Miscellaneous
1-800-533-3568
gas grill Call after 5pm
__EtECTR1C mortar mixer. 1
763-4789- ---bag capacity 110 or 210 MUST 5411
14x76 Fleet
BEAUTIFUL peach taffeta volt $300 10011 heavy duty
wood Buccaneer 3br, 2 full
gown with matching shoes cord $50 extra 753-9400
baths with new utility pole
and lace gloves All $90
and underpinning Resume
Also white satin gown with MILLING and drilling ma- paymen
ts or pay balance of
sequins $70 Both size 5 7 chine 474 8001 after 5pm
$16,900 753 1932 after
759 4503
ORIGINAL oriental Karts
5pm
FOR sale f3odock posts ton rug 9x12 Burgundy'
"USED
11 Wide" $7,995.00
red'blue 901 644 9209 al
435 4426
Includes delivery, 2 bedroom
ter 6pm
F K. This home is in excellent
GUN cabinet for 12 guns
solid walnut and walnut PLATE and ball for condition. Call Bill Cook,
Keith Baker Homes Hwy 79E
veneer, • 7x42" wide gold Gooseneck trailer
Pans, TN.
occassional chair, antique 753 6621
solid oak dinette set large CHRISTOPHER'Sf
COINS $198.00 pet' mo. 1991 4 bedsolid oak desk white office is still at Ox Yoke Antique
s warns 2 bath furnished delivdesk 753 9822
(Hazel), Treasure House ered and setup. 11.75% inter..and Book Rack (Murray) est 0.A C. Keith Baker
MILLIONAIRES MIL- Also mail order service
Homes Hwy 79E Pans, TN
LIONAIRES PANG - Send for free price list and
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK 'Collection A " 15 different
280
IN MURRAY. Charlie',
S coins 'Collections B'
Moak
Safe-T Pharmacy
21 different foreign coins.
Harms kw Rani
PAGEANT dress and ac- $695 each $1295 both
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
cessories Red with white Post-paid. 2 wk satisfaction guaranteed Free gift electric or gas Walking dislace Size 3T 759 1758
with every inquiry Christo- tance to college 753 5209
RASPBERRY sequined phers Coins, 1605 West
TRAILER for rent No pets
gown Size 5-6. straight Main, Murray. Kentucky
Northwind Mobile Home
and strapless For prom or 42071 We buy coins and
Park 753-9866
competition Worn only 30 appraise estates
minutes' 753 6558
753 4161

530

530
Services
Offered

AKC SCOTTISH Terriers
and miniature Pinchers
$200 901-648-5697

1986 HONDA V65 Magna
753-2473 after 4 30pm
1988 POLARIS 4 wheeler
Trail Boss 250cc Like new
753-0728

AKC Yorkte pups tiny
2'4 shire Wormed and
shots 247-1373, Mayfield

1989 CHEVROLET S10
Topgun Excellent condi
lion
Low mileage
753-7102
1989 SILVERADO Dark
blue low miles sharp
753-7387

530
Services
Offered

APPLIANCE SERVICE
A LICENSED electrical
Kenmore Westinghouse contractor JAMES C GAL
Whirlpool 30 years experi- LIMORE ELECTRIC Comence Bobby Hopper, mercial and residential fast
436 5848
courteous and efficient ser
BILL Travis trucking for vice 759-1835
gravel dirt till sand and MAG S Errand Service ofwhite rock 474 2779
fers housesitting, grocery
shopping, postal and bankCOMPLETE home repair ing
needs. etc 753-9630
Carpentry electric and Mon-Fri
8-5 References
plumbing, also appliance
MR
Chimne
repair Including refrigera
y Chimney
cleaner, 492-8561
ton and AC .753 0318

SWAM

Offered
ROGER Hudson rock haul
ing gravel sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763, 759-1823
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
Electrical Cleaning
Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753 6111 office
753-0606 after 5pm

1990 CHEVROLET 4x4
black Silverado, Loaded
('AR Stereo Install/Won short wheel base
HAVE an obedient well 753-0113. Sunset
Boulevard '753-9467 after 6pm
mannered safe dog You Music Murray's Alpine
Car
train classes or we train Audio Specrrhsr.---Dix
iciand
Professional certrfiect•tratry- Center, 1- titocirlirom s7tSt.,
ers serving Murray for over dorms
CONTRACTOR Portable PLUMBING - Free esti12 years 436 2858
mates Affordable rate
buildings pole barns gen
MATHIS Transmission and DIVE
boat Fully equipped
Peg's Dog Grooming
eral home improvements Same day service All work
Automotive Service 624 N
16 fiberglass 75hp motor
guaranteed 753-4200
753 2915
Quality work for less Cus
4th St 753-6374
drive on trailer compres
tomer satisfaction guaran- PLUMBING
repairman with
NEW and used tires Key sor and engine 762 4219 teed Free estimates L E
same day service Call VCR
evenings
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
REPAIR Wood VCR
Williams 489 2663
436 5255
Service Center. cleaning 753-5500
EVINRUDE 35hp motor CUNNI
NGHAM'S Heating ROCKY COLSO
N Home servicing $15, most repairs
electric start Steering and Cooling
BUILDING site Quiet
Service Con
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Repair Roofing siding
wheel and remote controls plate
street All city services Esservice on all central painting,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1 5
con
off pontoon
$125
tablished neighborhood
cooling all makes and crete Free estimat
es Call Mon -Fri • 753-0530
4,36-24
27
Bob Perrin RE 759-1881,
models Call Gary at 474 2307
WILL do plumbing All guar
753-3509 evening
1976 DODGE Charger SE
759-4754
anteed 435-4169
PS PB air, needs body
COMMERCIAL property work
LICEN
SED for electric,
$950 - 753-7907
cn
2800sq ft next to golf
gas refrigeration InstallaService
s
course on N 16th and Ut- 1976
tion and repair Free estiI .312 door
Misted
terback Rd 753-0521 or runi.SO Lu firm
mates 753-7203
436-2165 after 5pm
Al TREE Service Stump
EXPERIENCED painter rrioval, spraying hauling
KOPPERUD .REALTY of- 1979 LTD 2door 302 autopaperhanging wall cover
yard work and mowing ings
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
fers a complete range of matic $550, 1980 Mazda
furniture refinishing
C UST ow wotiowoeKlING
Real Entate services with a truck 5-speed. long bed- Free estimates 753-0906
ancl._blending
All Types Of:
wide selection of quality $650. 1979 EL Camino .after 5•prr1'"'"759 9818:: 436 5002
Custom Woodworking
753 0495
homes
Sport 305 V-8,loaded
all prices
FENCE sales at Sears
&
753-1222, toll free $2650 753-9181 or see at
A B Masonary brick Nock
now Call Sears 753-2310
1 800 251 -HOME Ext 5 Points Auto Repair 810/,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
and stone Will do any type for free
estimate for your
Coldwater Rd
711L
'Drop by & see our showroom
of large Of small jobs Guar- needs
S
.
409 SUNBURY MURRAY (Baran4 &owl Bread
antee
quality work
PROPERTY for sale Lo- 1980 TOYOTA Tercel 2
753 5940
489-2982 anytime
FULL electrical services
cated in Coles Camp- door 5 speeA 600 origi(?). _A1411
.-L
.11VIIIII-44,
Instal
lation
repai
r
ground Penny and Kirksey nal m
ALPHA Builders - CarpencondiResidentiakcommercial
community Small acreage Don `CsOli
try, remodeling porches,
_an at
753 7724
SUNTAN booth 753 3488
or mint farm Call 4892161, Key •"
WOODEN storage buildroofing concrete drivearts M-F 85
after 6pm
ings 8x16 starts at $1095;
75:.;--o500 or 753-3433
ways, painting, mainte- GENERAL Repair plumbWHITE wedding dress arid
KENTUCKY LAKE PROPERTY
10x16 $142450 12x24'
nance,
etc Free estimates ing, roofing tree work
veil never used Size 9,10
OFFICE
complex AUCTION your real estate 1981 MAZDA RX7 $1250
$2395 Other sizes avail489
436-26
2303
42
A
total
of 123 acres or will sell in smaller
1600sq ft Central heaVair, property to settle your es- 435-4129
Very beautiful Call tot de
able Acree Portable Buildtracts: two 451ecre tracts on the south side of
ample parking, security tate Call Wilson Real Esscription or to see $350
ANY remodeling building
GUTTERING By Sears
ings 502-247-7831
19.8j
OMNI $150 down
(901) 247 5816 Ruryeari
Highway #280 and two 16 acre tracts to TVA
system $550 per rno Con- tate 753-3263 or Wayne
painting 8 roofing Free es
Sears residential and corntact Kopperud Realty Wilson 753-5086 Of Dan 1968 Mustang $200 down
timates References rnercal continuous gutters
easement to Wildcat Creek just off the Blood
1973 El Camino $150
-USED carpeting Good 753-12
Miller 435-4144
22 or 753 3372
435-4632
installed for your specificaRiver Embayment. The properly would be
160
down. 1977 Ford Granada
condition newly cleaned
tions Call Sears 753-2310
good for any type development or the perfect
Horne
$150 down 1958 Ford
Plush light gold 1717 tan
APPLIANCE REPAIRS for
free estimate
320
Furnishings
place for your lake home. Near Panorama
pickup $100 down 1978
Berber 15x24 $100 for all
Factory trained by 3 major
Apartme
nts
Subdivision, Miller Golf Course, only seven
Luv pickup $200 down
436 5224
manufacturers Most parts G W CONSTRUCTION,
4 PIECE bedroom suite
For Rent
miles from Murray.
1973 Chevy pickup $150 in stock on my truck All Gerald Walters roofing,
excellent condition 1 year
painting vinyl siding all
work and parts warranted
1BR upstairs apartment, IN Bagwell Manor from down 492-8884
old Can be seen at A19
Ask for Andy at The Ap- kinds of remodeling Phone
stove and refrigerator furn- $10,000 753-4389
Fox Meadows Tr -Pk Call
1983 MERCURY Marquis
pliance Works 753 2455
489-2267
ished 753 6148 after
759 9852 after Aprti for
LARGE wooded lakefront V6 local owner $2000
5 30pm
appointment
lot on main channel One 7534389 753 5960
BACKHOE Service ROY HADAWAY Construction
Wingo - 376-2222
mile from Kenlake adjacent
Home remodeling, paint2BR 2 bath duplex Ap7 PIECE hardrock maple PRIVATE Investigato
HILL Junior Thorn opera
James Majors, Residence 328-8418
to
1984
Marina
ing
pliance
CUTLA
502
489-2455
wallpaper, carpentry,
s furnished with
SS 2 door
table, 6 chairs 2 leaves
D B A Confidential Inves0
tor 30 years experience
microwave 1008A North$2000 759-1449
gallons. Southside Shop
$100 Good condition
Septic system, drive-ways. floor covering No job too
LOT in lakefront subdivismait 753 4251
wig Center Suite #102 wood DT No pets Now
474 2324
sion Access to three boat 1984 ESCORT wagon 2 hauling, foundations, etc
available $450/mo
Murray 753 2641
759-4664
tone
HAULING yard work tree
ramps
paint
new
beach,
camptires/
BEDROOM furniture 1
753 2905
removal mowing Free esground, and swimming brakes Auto all equipdresser with mirror, night SHARP copiers
BUILD
ER
new
homes
,
Author- 2BR 2 bath
pool $3000 Financing ment 46,000 actual miles
with carport
stand and twin bed $225
garages, additions, remod- timates 759-1683
ized dealer for sales ser$2650 OBO 753-7275
Microwave Northwood
available 753-5541
Peach '
, gray/white twin vice, supplie
eling, framing decks pa- INSULATION
s, parts and $350'm
Blown In By
o 759-4406
comforter with 2 peach bal- rental units
We represent several top rated companies
Local comLOT on the lake Water. 1984 OLDSMOBILE 98 tios, solar green houses, Sears TVA approved
loon valance $40 full size pany Call
pole barns Experienced Save on those high
to give you the best possible rates. ben
1-800-248-4319 2BR house or 2br apart- septic tank field tile. Regency Broughm, 59xxx
heating
peach wicker headboard
carpentry Tripp Williams
efits. and service.
ment near downtown
and cooling bills Call Sears
electric pole Ready to miles $5000 753-8153
$40 759- 1 293 after WANT a faster
753-0563 after 5pm
753-2310 for tree estimate
refund9 753-4109
hook-up to camper, trailer
1985 FIREBIRD Low mi5 30prn ,
MAJOR MEDICAL
Why pay more for elecor house 753-4060
CH1M Chim ('himne'y KITCHEN
leage
2BR
sunroof
apartm
,
new
INSURANCE
ent in North
CABINET REtires,
4 companies
COUCH, loveseat, end tronic filing'? Our prices
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- MODELING
wood $260'rno 753-3964
LOTS for sale Gatesboro custom wheels 5 speed
with wood
MEDIC
table and picture Will take start at $20001 Call Hodge
ARE
SUPPL
zen
discount
EMENT
s
We
sell
chim7
companies
grain formica all colors
area 753-0800 759 4577 V-6 Fl excellent condition
$100 for all 489-2772 after Noel and Associates. the DUPLEX apartment in
ney caps and screens
NURSI
$4895
Free
395-78
NG
estimat
HOME
91
es
INSUR
Wulff
ANCE
's
Reincome
_6
compan
tax professionals at quiet residential area
ies
4pm
435-4191
near
covery Murray 436-5560
753-6069 or 759-1425
CANCER INSURANCE
1986 PLYMOUTH Voyager
University 2br appliances
3
compan
ies
MAPLE dining table with 2
LE Has ps pb cruise, tilt,
$275/rno Call 753-8096 or
ACCIDENT INSURANCE
leaves $150 Whirlpool
3 companies
electric seat and windows
753-2633
washer (needs pump) and
LIFE
INSURANCE
Noel
$6500
companies
5
753-75
16
1100sq
tt 3br, 1 bath Gardryer avocado $75., tape-.
2BR duplex in Northwood
ANNUMES
age,2 blocks from univer- 1987 MUSTANG GT
*-----2
1
-Cii
m
-pan
- les
Applia
stry chair $200, blue plaid
nces
furnished
white
Radio
Service on all brands: window air conditioners sity Mid $40s 753-1404 with red interior
$285/mo 759-4406
chair $10 truck tool box
V8 5
Please
refrige
call
us
rators
the
next
freezes
time
s - washers - dryers you need any of
753-6128
FISHER 271n console fir,
speed, premium sound low
and bed mat $45,• 100gal
microwaves- dishwashers-gas& electric ranges.
the above insurance, Over'2.000 people
stereo sound 30 day war- LARGE 2br, wid hook-up,
miles
Sharpe
aquarium with wood ca
!
Must
sell!
already haye their insurance with _us and
raoty L.1.4it new- $.700 garage, mini blinds. 1602 2106. South Main Ben---Cali Kenny -437
-*
Factory Maths
50----7$973•12-7
-4712,
ton,Ky 6 roomt-1 bath-new -753_1651
.
we appreciate their business.
... .. A—Ikti,.........—fgre.:—
Main $275 Coleman RE
Tarppan41e1vinator,
siding. new tripie.pane cerEnierson-Brown
753-9898
SINGLE waterbed
______....
.._..
tie windows, insulted 1988 MAZDA 929 4 door
753-6621
3BR duplex 753-9400, doors with lead glass, 6 sedan loaded
•All Repairs Are Guaranteed
with options'
270
435-4214
shade trees, fenced in New maintenaoce free bat753-4199
Mobil*
backyard, 2 decks asphalt tery New Michelin tires
Hopkinsiville Federal Say. Bldg.
38R family room, fireplace
Horne, For Salo
driveway, carport and gar- Gray with burgundy leather
7th at Main, Murray. Ky
living and dining room
14 x70' 3 BEDROOM. 1 Central HA, stove
age, alot of inside and out interior 50 000 miles THIS
"Our 29th year of service"
and re9N FORD tractor with bath, mobile home Gas frigerator
side
storage A real bargain IS A GREAT PROB6EM
No pets
at $39.500 753-6394 be- FREE CAR Price $11,500
scoop 4 new tires $1600 heat. central air, storm win- 492 8634
fore 5pm. after 527 1116 Call 502-247-5840
436 2427
dows,curtains refrigerator
dishwasher, garbage dis- EXTRA nice 2br duplex
2BR
FORD 2000 diesel new
with appliances ceil- 1988 THUNDERBIRD
posal Underpinning ser- central HA appliances
ing fan carport, fenced turbo coupe Great shape
rubber all around Good
vice pole, axles Excellent furnished Very clean Colyard, outbuilding Priced in all the extras 49xxx miles
hydraulic Excellent condi
eman RE 753-9898
condition' $10,500
$20's Coleman RE Phone 527 3762
Don $3150 753 1788
753 0023
753-9898
FURNISHED 2br apart1989 GRAND Prix SE
1 5 ACRES 14x80 3br 2 ment with carport central
200
3BR 1 bath in city Fenced 753 0031
bath mobile home 3 stall FI/A 753 6609
Sports
backyard Low utilities and
mechanic shop On Hwy
Equipment
priced in $30's Call 1989 TOYOTA truck
NEW 2br duplex Ap121 between Coldwater
Tinted windows AM/FM
753-4801
plianobs energy efficient,
IMPULSE depth finder by and Graves County
Line
cassett
e air, 24,000 miles
owner
occupi
ed 1821
screen all hardware $225 489 2932
3BR 2 bath brick in city with very dean 1984 Chrysler
Ridgewood Dr 753-7457
753 1788
new carpet, paint and wall- Laser Sharp car, good
2411 PERRY travel trailer.
paper Fireplace with in transportation
TAKING applications for
NEW in factory box Re self contained,
skirted, in
sect 2 car garage, large 901-644-9209 after 6pm
section 8 rent subsidized
mington 870 Wingmaster sulated, underpi
nned Ex
outbuilding Immediate
apartments 1.25 3 bed
12 gauge magnum $350 cellent conditi
on, brick pa- rooms
possession Priced to sell
Apply Hilldale Apts
Ski simulator exercisor tio privacy fence
See at Hardin
at $72,500 759-1233
,
Ky
or
$50 753 1866
call
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
502-437-4113 EHO
4BR 3 bath, 17, story Vinyl
siding 7. mi south of Coles
3.10
1989 FORD Aerostar XL
Campground Church
V6 auto, air, tilt cruise,
Samos
Acreage available
For Red
$125.000 OBO 753-7975 cassette, 7 passenger, 1
owner Immaculate condi2 BEDROOM brick 1 mile
A winding driveway leads to bon, 49 000 highway miles
past Graves Co line, Hwy
this beautiful three bed $9950 753-7527
121N Stove/refrigerator
room two bath country
[posit and references rehome located between
quired No pets $275
Murray and Pans, with aP
489-2440. leave message
pros 2000 sq ft on 4 acres
with fantastic view Moody
2BR 1 bath home
Realty. Carolyn Chandler 1972 DODGE truck runs
$300/mo plus deposit and
90
1 - 6 4 2 5093
or great cheap 4-36-2788 at
referen
Calloway County Middle School
ces 505 S 8th Also
ter 5pm
1-800-642 5093
2br garage apartment
College Farm Road
$200/mo plus deposit and
PRICE reduced 2tx brick 1978 FORD Lariat V8,
references 436 2995
large rooms, remodeled auto, most options 64 000
miles on engine needs
2BR gas heat appliances. Stan Master carpet, low
paint
$1200 753-3648
utilitie
s
Colem
an
RE
1615 Hamilton $275/mo
753-9898
Coleman RE 753-9898
1979 CHEVROLET 350
$ 600
WATERFRONT, Ky Lake automatic
FOR rent/sale 4 or 5 bed753-6112
subdivi
sion 4br 2 bath
room 2 bath, newly decorcovered deck 354 6006
ated Large fenced in yard
1979 CJ5 Jeep 6 cylinder,
Lease/deposit required No
good shape needs paint
pets 753-0932. 753-5898
fob Best offer 474 8820

• ••••

elumbing

BOYD MAJORS
REAL ESTATE

SHOPPING FOR
HEALTH OR LIFE INSURANCE?

APPLIANCE REPAIR

McConnell Insurance Agency

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbrittent Inc.

Kiwanis Gun &
Knife Show
Saturday & Sunday
March 2 & 3 1
9-5 p.m.

Now that We are entering our 'garage sale sea
son"
We want you to - be informed on 0111- plicies.

We do work 2 days in advance to better serv
e
you. Deadlines are 31).M. Mon.-Fri. and I()A
.M.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advanc
e
and are $7.50 per day.

TOP NOTCH
Looking for elegance and livability:311s
well planned, 1
year old Gatesborough home has both'
Features gor
geoua master suite with tray ceilings
, solid cherry
kitchen cabins:Li, and 9 Gaol. ceilings A rnuat U, see,

Kopperud Realty
711
Main

753-1222

3'0
livestock
Stooks
We buy and sell new/used
horse, stock traders Fair
pnces for good used traders Call us firsts 759-4408

1982 MODEL Honda
Odessey 250 motor
502-753-9762
1983 HONDA CR250 Very
good condition 492-8298
.!fter 5pm

.

—
•

1979 FORD F150 V 8. topper. heavy duty trailer hitch
437-4845
1987 CHEVROLET pickup
PS/PB, air condition, AM/
FM cassette, short wide
wheel base 32,000 miles
436 2524, 436-5496

For assistance call, 753-1916,01- come by
Murraye
classified department.
Ledger & Times
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CCHS sponsors blood drive

OBITIJARIES

Ili

4

Mrs. Inez Brewer Smith
The-funeral fot Mrs. Inez iffewer
Smith will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in.
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. A. Nowell
Bingham will officiate. Music will
be by Violet Speight and Eleanor
Diuguid, singers. with Joan ,Bov.ker as organist
Burial will follow in Murray.
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Saturday
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
,donations to Youth Activities
Building Fund of First United
Methodst ChurCh.- Murray.
Mrs. Smith. 75, of 604 Ellis Dr..
Murray.- -died 'Wed"n6day•;at 4:71
p.m. at West Viey's eTarsing Home
Mrs. Smith is survived by her
husband. Truman-Smith, one son.

Mrs. Flossie
0. Broach.
_
\-, Flossie 0.
B a.
m. in we
cnapei of Byrn Funeral Home.
Mayfield.. The Rev Lester Butler is
off!iciating.
Bra l
Goshen
fo-,:

\17. Broadh
dsd

R:

Jimmy Smith and wife, Ellen,
The ruI1 for Lynn R-ay (Bear)
Orange. Calif.; one brother. Gene Hill of Murray
will
Brewer and wife, Nadean, Bridge- - 2 p.m. in the chapel be Saturday at
of Smith FunPort, Ala.
eral Home, Smithland. The Rev.

Mrs. Lois ,Arpmons
Memorial services for Mrs. Lois • at her home in Billings, Mont.
Ammons will be Saturday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill FunSurvivors are her husband, pr.
eral Home, Murray.. The Rev. Rick- Jagies Ray Ammons; one daughter.
y Miller Will officiate with mil* Mrs. Stacey Trotter and husband.
by Margie S•hown. soloist: and Bobby, Billings, Mont.; one son,
Oneida White.. organi.st.
Jeff Ammons and wife. Tina. 1714
Friends may, call from 1 to 2 Oakhill Dr.. Murray; a .nroiter-inp.m. Saturday at the funeral - home. law. Ronnie Liberty, !Minneapolis:
Mrs. Ammons, 62, former resi- three nephe.w.. Tim. Litlerty.
dent of Murray. died. Monday night Richard Libeny and Greg Liberty
_
.

Mrs. Annie Lovins Woodruff
• Services fOr Mts. Annie Lovins
Woodruff were today at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home. Cadiz. Dr. Harold Skaggs
officiated with music by Melissa
Ingram. Soloist, and Mary Skaggs.
pianist.
Pallbearers were Mark &Iva.
Kevin Traughber, Joe Outland.
James Outland, Charles Outland
and Tommy Dunn, active; Dr.
Eduardo Pavon., Bill Rutherford.
Bob Meadows, Tom McCarley, Dr.
Ballard Jolly, WI Hopson, George
Ma or. Trimble . Major. Howard

\lay

7's arc
R:
May:.
(isinn
-Broach, Betha...
Sleyen
Broach. NI J.n.
.anu.
Bi.6adn Ma• .
\1.0.•
Daisy Orr
Broach

Lynn Ray (Bear) Hill

Whaley. and Lon .Q.urbin, honorary.
Burial as in, Barnett - Cemetery.
in Calloway tou-tity.
Mrs. Woodruff, 71. Cadiz. 'died
Tuesday at 10 p.m. at her home.
Survivors are-one daughter, Marci Woodruff. Bowling Green: one
son. James Max McClure, Cadiz.
one brother. Charlie Lovins. MurraY,i three granddaughters. Kim
Rutherford.. ituryear. Tenn., Debbie
Belva, Hopkins lie, and Jerri
Traughber.. Mt. Pleasant, Mich..
one grandson. Brian Belva.

Jim Fortner will officiate.
Burial will follow in Ferguson
Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday.
Mr: Hill. 39. died Wednesday
about 8 p.m. at his home. His body
was discovered about 10 p.m. Wednesday by his landlord, Timothy
Lee Ross, in a car parked in Hill's
drivew•ay.
- Johnny Miller. Calloway County
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Coroner, said he had been asked by
-a relative of Mr. Hill to check on bill to toughen Kentucky laws
him when he- had not made an against driving while intoxicated or
expected telephone call. Miller set under influence of drugs was
the time of death at about 8 p.m. signed Thursday by Gov. Wallace
we„dnesday,
Wilkinson.
It was one of the primary pieces
Mr Hill is survived by his wife.
Carolyn, a daughter. Valerie Hill, of legislation enacted during the
one stepdaughter, Greta Rollins.. General Assembly's recent special
and two stepsons, Clint Rollins and session. The bill becomes law July
Seth Rollins, all of Murray; his 1.
Wilkinson called it "a prevenfather. Billy R. Hill of Smithland.
tive measure,-

, Mrs. Maxine Williamson
(_,-,iycs•
prwate sere,
N.17S. Maxine Williamson are todaY
at Mount Kenton Cemetery.
Paducah.
• Jones Funeral Home of La Center is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Williamson. 7Q. RI. 2.
Kevil. died Wednes.- •

Calloway County High School is
sponsoring a blood drive March
11-12. The drive is the first service
project of this kind and of this
importance in which the school has
participated.
The Blood Drive -will take place
on the stage of feffrcy Gymnasium
at. Calloway County High School.
On Monday, donations will be
accepted from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. with

p.m. a! Medco! Cent:sr. Paducah.
Srd had retired as a leachcthe- Paducah City and Ra:iLl7,1
County School Systems.
Mrs. Williamson is survived hy.
one daughter. Ms: Amber Howard.
Murray, three grandchildren.
• -eat-granddhildr.•

DUI bill signed

To ..help you
select a new or
better used car
or truck see...

Charles Jenkins

, Good
Neighbor
...A'Chevy
'frt
Stars

17 years of age being the minimum
'age to donate blood.
For organizational purposes, a
sign-up sheet is available in the
front office of Calloway County
High School. However, walk-ins
are welcome.

Walter's Pharmacy
Capsule
Summary
Waiter Mehr
PharMaCiSt

Missing Vitamins:
Many women are not getting the
Recommended Dietary Allowance
(RCA) of important nutrients Chief
among them are riboflavin, which
helps to convert food to energy and
promotes the developrrierit of red
blood ce:is, vitamin B-6. which
supports the immune and nervous
SySlanS and helps to make hemogor. folic. acid, which helps cells
to - develop. calcium, which
strengthens bones wild teeth and
aids muscle and nerve function.
magnesium, which aids in manufacturing protein's: iron, which
helps form the 'hemoglobin and
myoglobin that carries oxygen
through the body and zinc, which
keeps the
system healthy_
-71/ttarr r C
- and beta carotene
important for
so -a,/ be low --Reabook
519 S. 12th • 753-7688

Good
Neighbor
j‘,'Chevy
)
e,t
Stars
•

0-DOWN + TAX AND LIC.
60 MO. 11.9% A.P.R.
So. 12th St, Murray, Ky.
753-2617
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Good
'Neighbor
_,v'thevy
Stars
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Good
Neighbor
'Chevy
Stars
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